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Media companies, marketers and agencies

explore how to capitalize and monetize
BY RANDY J. STINE
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People are talking to Alexa; but
the smart speaker isn't the only one
listening. Radio industry leaders are
paying attention — designing digital
plans to make listening to their own
streams on voice assistant platforms as
easy as possible.

Smart speakers in the home have
expanded the audio landscape quickly.
Radio broadcasters have been watching
this trend from its outset, as we have
reported, and they continue to seek
ways to take advantage of the voicedriven technology.
How Americans consume audio is
always evolving, experts say; but smart

speakers continue to be on the leading
edge of change right now. A recent blog
post by Westwood One was headlined
"Smart Speaker Popularity Continues
Full Speed Ahead." Jacobs Media's
Techsurvey 2019, which polls radio
listeners, found that about one in four
of their homes have a speaker. More
broadly, the Consumer Technology
Association puts the number at 31%.
Some estimates are even higher.
Interestingly, uptake appears to
(continued on page 6)
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DAD: RADIO AUTOMATION THAT GROWS WITH YOU

DAD'S SCALABLE ARCHITECTURE MEETS THE NEEDS OF SMALL STATIONS
AND MAJOR BROADCASTERS ALIKE. HOW CAN WE BUILD A SYSTEM FOR
YOU? VISIT ENCO.COM TO FIND OUT.
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ADVANCED PROCESSING: BEHIND THE SCREENS
X5 is the most advanced, finest sounding broadcast audio processor ever designed. It's loaded with inventive technology
that dramatically improves your sound AND delivery all while letting you be counted by every PPM out there.

PPMport

INSERT LOOP FOR
PEOPLE METERS

An insert loop to 'nterface your ratings encoder
AFTER the processing delivers asignal with
greatly reduced audible artifacts, which ensures
you'll be moving all those meters out there.

r-

LIVE

LIKE THE NSA
FOR YOUR X5

Live Logger keeps track of everything
happening on your X5. Preset takes? Remote
login? Audio failover? Every event is date and
time stamped so you can review it.

FM

FM/HD SIGNAL SYNC

LIVE

Integrated HD and FM analog signal alignment keeps
listeners tuned ii toyour station even during extreme
blending conditions. No more "cilp and skip" ia reception
that can cause tune out, affecting TSL.

L
MITLESS rabalNCE KNOWS

CLIPF

Proprietary high-frequency distortion canceling
technology passes the highs, but not the overshoot. No
more "spitty highs or pops from clipping; no IM distortion
whatsoever. Takes at the highs you can give it and never
gives you back IMD.

p
U

UNIFIED PROCESSING®
Each X5 function in the chain
interact'; closely with other functions
to deliver just the rignt amount and type of
processing needed, creating asound that's as
close to the original as possible.

mpx,cyge

STUDIOTRANSMITTER
4-+ LINK
Extends HD/FM alignment from your studio
to your transmitte ,site. Keeps the HD and
FM packets in sync so time alignment done
at the studio goes straight to the receiver.

BETTER SOUND XS
i.JJ ILi 'N/L.RS
wheatstone.com/X5-rw

%Wheatitone
1.252.638-7000 Iwheatstone.com Isales@wheatstone.com
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using AolP logic controls, coclecs and connectivity

'COMMENTARY
BY DEE McVICKER
Radio World's new ebook "AolP for
2020" is our biggest to date. This article is one in aseries of articles exploring that topic. Author Dee McVicker
handles marketing and communications at Wheatstone.
There is far more to AolP than routing and connecting things. It is because
of AoIP that we can pan studio cameras
at exactly the right moment or load an Jay Tyler
entire studio of controls onto a tablet,
for example.
Where is this all going?
Here are the top five AoIP trends, according to Jay
Tyler, Wheatstone's director of sales, who has been
involved in hundreds of studio projects.
Native AoIP across distances. There's alot of sharing
going on these days, from sharing VOs and bumpers
between sister stations and sports venues to putting
everything into one main operating center for several
stations scattered across aregion. Being able to move
native IP audio and control across distances is why.
The cost savings are significant in terms of staff, infrastructure and workflows, and disaster recovery doesn't
get much better than having your essential operation up
in acloud or in another Zip code while dealing with a
disaster situation in the studio.
"We don't care where music lives," Tyler said. "We
can pull it in or we can control it remotely. We can mix
it remotely, send it to your transmitter site, bypass the
studios, whatever you want us to do, we can now do it
using acombination of AoIP logic controls, codecs and
connectivity."
Native IP for phone-ins, too. Connecting VolP phones
directly into the AoIP network without hybrids or stepping through analog-digital conversions means you
can do so much more than just route one or two mic
feeds down the phone line. You can split feeds, set up
multiple sends, customize talkbacks, routing and conference feeds — all possible now that VolP phones can
connect directly into the native IP audio environment.
SNMP everything. "Everyone wants to know what
everything is doing, and they're doing it with SNMP,"
he said. SNMP is aset of standards used for monitoring and managing data from servers, printers, hubs and
switches. AolP networks and devices that are SNMPenabled have MIB files that define relevant data points
for monitoring bitrates, temperatures, signal flow and
other network details.
For example, WheatNet-IP BLADE I/O units have
MIB files with data points for monitoring as well as
alerting if a particular port is dropping packets or if
adevice is heating up and about to fail. In addition to
devices containing MIB files, an SNMP browser or
management tool is needed for managing networks.

Virtual interfaces into the network. UIs into the IP
audio network are taking many forms today, from signal monitoring and switching control panels to news
desks complete with talkback button, metering and
weather, sports and stock market feeds. Meanwhile.
according to Tyler, standalone virtual mixing consoles
such as Wheatstone's Glass LXE are popular in midmarket production rooms because they're affordable to
set up and use, and extremely serviceable for today's
production needs. With native audio IP able to cross
distances as mentioned earlier, we can now tap into and
control signal streams inside or outside afacility from
any user interface available, whether it's amulti-touch
flatscreen or amobile phone.
AES67 Everywhere. AES67 is no longer an afterthought. This audio transport standard is becoming
an important part of the AoIP landscape as we move
more and more audio between network systems. Also
up and coming are complementary standards based on
NMOS and AES70, which promise to add discovery,
control and connection management to the interoperability mix.
Comment on this or any story to radioworld@
futurenet.corn.
Read the free ebook "AolP for 2020" under the
Resource Center tab at radioworld.com.
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NPR Distribution Offers Emergency Kits
With CPB backing, the project makes backup kits available to public stations

EMERGENCY
PLANNING

"One of our mandates is to deliver
best-in-class technologies, business
practices and support to help public
radio stations reach their audiences, and
these emergency kits are a unique and
important way to provide assistance

BY ERICH SHEA

Over the past few years, disastrous
storms and wildfires have crippled public
radio stations and taken them off the air
in New Jersey, Puerto Rico, California
and many other locations. At the same
time, the forthcoming FCC repack and
the constant threat of obtrusive construction projects leave many stations fearful
that events beyond their control could
impact and disrupt their broadcasts.
Fortunately, NPR Distribution, which
manages the Public Radio Satellite System (PRSS), has created asolution to help
stations plan ahead and protect themselves and their broadcast operations.
The PRSS Station Emergency Kit is
asuite of emergency backup transmitter
kits and portable studio systems that

on in the event of adisaster or if they
see one looming on the horizon."

can be used by public radio stations
in the event their on-air operations are
disrupted by natural disasters, construction activities or other potential threats.
The emergency kits are the product of a
collaboration with the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting (CPB), which provided the necessary funding, and comprise emergency transmitter, antenna
and studio kits (see sidebar).

MODEST FEE
With funding from the CPB, NPR
Distribution created, assembled and
tested the kits with an eye toward making them available for a modest fee to
stations on atemporary basis until their
broadcast infrastructure is restored.
The transmitter kit costs $275 for the
first month and $550 for each subsequent month. The antenna kit fees are
$100/$200 and the studio kit fees are
$200/$400. Stations cover shipping.
NPR Distribution, which kicked off
the project by developing three emer-

Photo by Mike Friedman

when it's needed most," said Michael
Beach, vice president of NPR Distribution. "Station managers do themselves
a favor when they plan in advance
for technical contingencies, and we're
happy to offer another tool they can rely

The author of this commentary is
manager of communications and outreach for NPR Distribution.

Dale Williams helps set up the antenna.
gency transmitter and antenna kits and
two emergency studio kits, will also
be in charge of shipping the kits out
to stations that submit arequest and to
maintaining them when they have been
sent back.
A key component of the kits' development involved field testing the kits
(continued on page 5)

LESS WIRING. MORE CONTROL.
ARC Plus Touch with SNMP Plus controls
your SNMP-enabled equipment with
a simple LAN connection. No parallel
wiring required.

GET THREE FREE
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you buy ARC Plus Touch with RSI.
Offer extended through September 30, 2019.
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at two stations in Virginia, namely WVTF in Roanoke and
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WCVE in Richmond.
"We made certain the stereo pilot worked, we accessed the
transmitter remotely via the internet and then drove within a
few miles of the site to evaluate coverage, which we found to

be about four to six miles," said Mike Friedman, RF engineer
for WCVE, which is owned by VPM.
"The antenna is very simple to assemble. For the mast
assembly, you will find everything you need, and the entire
process probably took us atotal of 30 minutes to erect."
(continued on page 6)

NPR Distribution Offers
Emergency Kits

4

Battle Lines Deepen in
Interference Debate

10

WHAT'S IN THE KITS

Emergency Antenna Kit

Emergency Transmitter Kit

consist of:

Three antenna kits will be available to the system that

Three emergency transmitter kits will be available.

•One Allen Dick Band ll Broadband FM antenna
•One 75' flexible transmission line
•One 30' portable BlueSky mast with guy ropes

Each transmitter is air-cooled and runs on 120- volt,
60 Hz AC power using local power or agenerator.
Each kit will consist of the following:
• One Nautel NHB-VS300 300-watt FM transmitter with

12

Remote Controls Have aHistory
16

The Internet's Impact on
International Radio

with each containing the following:
•One RODECaster Pro audio mixer and recorder

with level meters

How to Get Rid of That Mouse

All Their Own

Two emergency studio kits have also been developed,

to 108 MHz and integrated audio processor

•One INOmini 638 FM receiver for "off-air" monitoring

FEATURES
in the House

Emergency Studio Kit

internal frequency agile exciter, which supports 87.5

22

•One Furman Power Conditioner PL- Plus- C

•Three Shure SM58S dynamic microphones

•One 12' N- N jumper cable

•Three Shure desktop microphone stands

•Two 25' Ethernet cables

•Three pairs of Audio-Technica ATHMx-40 headphones

•Three 30' XLR cables
•One Pelican heavy-duty rack case

•All necessary cables and adaptors
•Pelican road case with foam insert

In addition, by request NPR Distribution can also provide
a 1-5/8" to N adaptor or a3-1/8" to N adaptor for

RADIO SI10W

connecting into an existing line and antenna
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26
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KITS

serve our communities. In the event of a
disaster at your transmitter site, you have
to do what it takes to get back on the air.
NPR is providing abundled solution and
the only question is what exactly do you
need, given your situation."
According to NPR Distribution's policies on the kits, stations desiring to use
akit must contact the PRSS Help Desk
with the dates needed, whether the need
is immediate or one planned for several
months in the future. They will have the
option to use the kits for up to 90 days
and may renew the contract if needed.

(continued from page 5)

Friedman added that one person
could set up each of the kits, though he
said it eases the situation considerably
to have a colleague help, particularly
with the 30-foot antenna mast.
Asked if the kits as tested would
provide a viable alternative if his station went off the air, Friedman replied,
"Absolutely. It's wonderful for NPR Distribution to offer an emergency broadcast
alternative so that we can continue to

there are alot of industry events
to consider in the coming months. That's why we have
narrowed down the TOP FIVE REASONS to
exhibit and attend imAi t

â

1.uLi.i in

Raleigh, North Carolina, February 17-20, 2020.

NATE UNITE has continued to see an increase in
attendance each year for the last eight years.

Th
The exposition
provides attendees
with the opportunity
to view and discuss the
latest innovations in
products and services

_

NATE UNITE has exciting
and interesting
keynote speakers!

Stations will be required to contact
NPR Distribution, before the date when
they originally agreed to return the kits,
if they wish to extend the duration of
their contract for the kits.
NPR Distribution has been striving
to anticipate and address challenges
faced by public radio stations before
they occur. This is evident in its Public
Radio Engineering Certification initia-

SPEAKERS
Continued from page 1)

,

#

The NATE UNITE lineup consists of
an impressive array of safety
seminars, educational sessions,
networking receptions, luncheons,
optional courses and speakers.

NATE UNITE offers exhibitors and
attendees an excellent opportunity to
reach key decision- makers, while
networking with others involved
with the telecommunications industry.

NATE UNITE 2020
February 17-20 Raleigh, NC

19ionnor;

www.natehome.com

increase significantly in major markets
like New York and Philadelphia, where
nearly 50 percent of homes have one,
according to recent data from Nielsen.
It tracks the number of smart speakers
found in PPM panel homes.
Jacobs Media's Techsurvey indicates
that the most common use of ahome
smart speaker (at least by the radio
listeners Jacobs focuses on) is asking a
general question, but aquarter listen to
music from an AM/FM radio station.
Fifteen percent listen to news or talk
from an AM/FM station.
IMMEDIATE OPPORTUNITIES
Analysts interviewed for this story
expect the home speaker movement,
Led by Amazon's Alexa and Google's
Home, to continue to expand into
more homes. Changing econom-

tive, which seeks to help create the next
generation of technical leaders in the
industry, as well as the Future System
initiative and its emphasis on a nextgeneration hybrid system of satellite and
terrestrial content distribution.
More information on the station
emergency kits, including pricing and
how to order them, is available at http://
prss.org/station-kit.

ics created by technology advances
appear to have created a sense of
urgency among major radio group
owners to bulk up efforts to reach
audience via home smart speakers.
The Jacobs survey found that 9%
of respondents say they listen to a
lot more radio since owning a smart
speaker. The respondents were fairly
evenly split among those who listen
for music and others who listen to
news/talk radio stations.
That same survey found that just
over half of listeners say all or most of
their AM/FM radio listening is done
in the car, which leaves broadcasters
scrambling to fill the home listening
market, experts say.
Bob Kernen, chief operating officer
for jacAPPS, the mobile app developer
division of Jacobs Media, said savvy
radio broadcasters are focused on
smart speakers as anew way of getting
radio into — or back into — the home.
(continued on page 8)
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"Broadcasters are focusing more on
their digital streams, but the opportunities
go way beyond that," Kernen said.
"Podcasts are another immediate
opportunity."
Capitalizing on Amazon skills to
make sure internet streams can be
found easily on voice-driven technology
platforms is important, Kernen said.
"It's all about getting the invocation
name right. And that's getting tougher
and tougher as more and more skills get
produced, because you can only get one.
Then stations need to promote that on
the air," Kernen said.
Radio broadcasters typically guard
their streaming numbers closely, so it's
difficult to estimate the overall growth
from home speaker listening, several
observers told Radio World.
Major broadcast groups like National
Public Radio and iHeartRadio are
making significant efforts to penetrate
the home speaker space, but many other
ownership groups are diving in too.
"LONG INTO THE FUTURE"
Larry Linietsky, senior VP of
operations and business development
for Cumulus Digital, said the radio
broadcaster has put alot of emphasis on
the smart speaker segment.
"We have Alexa skills for 367 of
our 428 stations, and we have Google
actions for 17 of our largest podcasts,"
Linietsky said.
Cumulus' digital department works on
streaming, podcasting, web and station
application solutions. It has developed
Alexa and Google home skills that
help extend radio messages into digital

REAL TIME BUILT-IN
INSTRUMENTATION
Comprehensive
Monitoring & Control
100% Remote Access
ndu tel.com/AUI

nautei

September 11. 2019

consumer touch points, Linietsky said.
more audio after they purchase asmart
"Some broadcasters are adding
"Via our partnerships with iHeartRadio
speaker, and they are in ashared space
additional streams to smart speakers;
and Tbnein, we have access points on
like the home, which is beneficial,"
others are even dabbling with contesting,
all smart speakers through numerous
Cridland said.
on-demand sports reports and audio
methods. We think smart speakers
So far aggregators that provide
event calendars. But a smart speaker
bringing shared listening behavior back
live streaming and on-demand audio
seems ideally positioned to carry the
into the home, which is something radio
services are doing a pretty good job
live radio station output," he said.
has always been good at.
at the basics, Cridland said, especially
Radio broadcasters will follow when
"Cumulus looks at the percentage
those owned by the radio business, like
listening patterns shift, said Mike Bergof listening per month that is coming
Radioplayer in Canada, the U.K. and
man, senior director technology and
through smart speakers and it is
Since last year, marketers and agencies using smart speaker
about 20% of total online listening
hours in 2019. That's from nearly
applications increased twofold
zero percent in 2017," Linietsky said.
Q: Which of the following describes your utilization of voice- activated marketing opportunities smartThe broadcaster's digital platspeaker skills ( e.g. Amazon Alexa Google Home) for your [ brands clients)
forms for streaming include webJanucr\ 2018
• March 2019
sites/desktop, mobile apps, connected TVs and smart speakers.
Have discussed with colleagues
The majority of the company's
the possibility of using
streaming occurs on mobile and
49%
desktop, according to Linietsky.
Meanwhile, Beasley Media
+100%
Have already begun using
Group is extending its brand to be
36%
"highly relevant across as many
platforms as possible," including
31%
Have not discussed using
smart speakers, said Justin Chase,
EVP of programming for Beasley.
Advertiser Perceptions
"As good as our Alexa skills
Z,ource: kayerther Perceptéonc January 2013 slucty ot 302 M.3110318(5 and agencteej March 2010 stuay of 301
are now, we are in the process of
1111r001!•nred One
marketers and agencies
11111111111111.11111111111it
improving themand rolling out skills
on the Google platform. Beasley
A graphic from the "Westwood One 2019 Audioscape" report indicates that marketers and
sees the incredible growth of smart
agencies are "immersing themselves" in voice-activated advertising. The increase in use since
speakers and we will continue to
early 2018, the report stated, "is stunning." Data was gathered by Advertiser Perceptions.
be committed to the strategy long
into the future," Chase said.
parts of Europe; RadioApp in Australia;
standards at the Consumer Technology
Beasley was the first major broadcast
and iHeartRadio in Canada and the
Association.
company to roll out custom Alexa skills,
United States.
"If these personal digital assistants
Chase said, and the company is seeing
"However, TuneIn appears not to care
become adominant mode of entertainat least 20% of its streaming audience
about radio, frequently carries outdated
ment in the home, radio is certainly
on smart speakers.
and wrong information about stations,
smart to find penetration opportuniand is a poor experience, especially
ties," Bergman said. "If a broadcaster
GOING DEEPER
with smart speakers," Cridland said.
is not tapping into connected speakers
The move from tabletop home radios
"lbs a disappointment that the radio
they are probably missing out."
to smart speakers will likely benefit
industry continues to be so reliant on a
NAB says it touting the benefits of
AM radio stations with poor signals
partner that is so disinterested in them."
voice assistants in the home, believing
facing increased signal interference,
Podcasts and on-demand content
smart speakers now allow local radio
according to James Cridland, a radio
on smart speakers are not especially
broadcasters to reach millions of listeners.
"futurist" watching the space closely.
popular, Cridland said, and are likely
"Music listening and tuning into news
"The research shows that people use
better suited for headphone listening.
(contmued on page 10)

RADIO GETS ITS SHARE
The following are highlights from the " Westwood One
2019 Audioscape" report, which uses data from Edison
Research and Advertiser Perceptions.
"AM/FM radio and Amazon Music lead in share of smart
speaker time spent listening" — The report found that
in the second quarter of this year, AM/FM radio ( 18%)
and Amazon Music ( 17%) led in share of listening on a
smart speaker, according to Edison Research. "This is a
result of AM/FM radio stations developing voice-activated
applications to enable listening on smart speakers and
their aggressive promotion of Alexa and Google Home
listening."
"Smart speaker ownership growth isn't slowing down"
— It said the number of Americans who reported owning
asmart speaker increased threefold from the second
quarter of 2017 to the same period two years later.

Estimates on ownership vary, but Edison Research put it
at 30% of Americans owning asmart speaker now.
"Marketers and agencies are immersing themselves
in voice-activated advertising" — This is shown in the
graphic in the main story and is based on research by
Advertiser Perceptions. It also found that among media
agencies and brands that haven't started using smart
speaker applications, " their likelihood to use these
marketing initiatives within the next six months has
increased."
"Millennial podcast growth is powered by ethnic and
female audiences" — The Westwood One report also
explored trends in podcasting and found that in Q2 of
this year, millennial 18-34 podcast daily reach grew 13%
over the prior year, to 17.3%. " Driving this growth is
18-34 African Americans, Hispanics and women. These
segments are growing faster than the overall 18-34
demo."

4F.

The ViA now supports 7 IP interfaces:
•Internal module supports 2 SIM cards for Telco
diversity ( coming soon)
•Supports built-in Wi-Fi ( no USB modem required)
•Connect 2air cards and 2 Ethernet connections
•Rock solid IP connections with primary and redundant
streams using SmartStream PLUS.
•Control remotely from anywhere with the new Cloud
Codec Controller ( sold separately). Watch the video.

Tielinee
The Codec Company

317-845-8000 Isales@tieline.com
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Battle Lines Deepen in Interference Debate
A number of organizations also express
concern over how U/D ratios will be used
BY SUSAN ASHVVORTH
People with strong feelings about
translator interference complaints continued to argue in August over recent
rule changes. One technical consulting
firm said the use of a particular measurement ratio could usher in aseries of
"dire unintended consequences."
In May the Federal Communications
Commission adopted new proposals to
streamline rules relating to interference
caused by FM translators and adopted
specific changes to expedite resolution
of complaints.

p

ratios using standard FCC contour methodology could usher in aseries of "dire
unintended consequences."
Skywaves said the use of acontourbased U/D study for each complaint is
useful outside the protected contour but
not within it. "The U/D ratio decreases
within the protected contour as you
approach the protected transmitter.
Therefore, it appears that the new rule
would eliminate from consideration
all complaints of co-channel and firstadjacent channel translator interference
within a protected station's protected
contour," Skywaves wrote.

em.
[I]t appears that the new rule would eliminate
from consideration all complaints of co-channel
and first-adjacent channel translator interference
within aprotected station's protected contour.
--,:phyVvéjVc,
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The FCC allowed translators to
resolve interference issues by changing
channels. It also standardized information that must be submitted, established
new resolution procedures and set anew
outer contour limit for interference complaints to be considered.
But in the months since, anumber of
organizations have called on the FCC to
reconsider various aspects.
"NEGATES ITSELF"
The LPFM Coalition believes the
rulemaking doesn't meet certain statutory requirements in the Communications Act and the Local Community
Radio Act of 2010.
Among other concerns, it believes the
FCC outcome fails to provide improvements for LPFM stations; that it undervalues multiple listener interference
complaints from asingle building; and
that it requires that interference complaints contain data points that measure
underlying interference using acalculation rubric that excludes any measure of
interference. The coalition said the latter
stipulation "is essentially a rule that
negates itself."
That calculation, the undesired-todesired ( U/D) ratio for determining
interference, was raised in a separate
filing by technical consulting firm Skywaves Consulting LLC.
It said the imposition of standard U/D

"This is clearly not an intended result,
and this portion of the rule should be
reworded to make it clear that the U/D
ratio criterion applies only outside the
protected contour."
According to the counsel for the
LPFM Coalition, the commission should
issue a stay of the objectionable rulemaking aspects and rescind those provisions or issue a notice of further rulemaking to fix them.
Low-power station KGIG in Salida,
Calif., agreed with the coalition's stance,
saying that conclusions in the rulemaking conflict with precedent and fact
and could contravene the Administrative
Procedure Act.
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The LPFM Coalition's stance also
drew support from REC Networks, a
consultancy that expressed specific concern about the use of a -20 dBu U/D ratio
for determining interference.
"This standard, coupled with the 45
dBu outer limit, would mean that astation could formulate an interference complaint in areas where the new FM translator only places a26 dBu contour," REC
Networks said. "This can open the door
to more fraudulent and frivolous claims
against very well distant translators."
"REHASHING"
The National Association of Broadcasters said the LPFM Coalition "simply
rehashes previously rejected arguments"
that the Local Community Radio Act of
2010 requires equivalent regulation for
LPFMs and FM translators.
The association asked the FCC to
reject the coalition's concerns about the
rule requiring multiple listener complaints using separate receivers at separate locations (and thus that multiple
complaints from one building are to be
counted as asingle complaint).
The NAB also said the coalition's
argument fails to meet a necessary list
of four standards for astay; the coalition
responded saying "NAB is wrong on the
law" and that no mandatory stringent

SPEAKERS
(continued from page 8)

programming are two of the top uses for smart speakers. As
smart speaker ownership continues its growth, local radio will
benefit greatly from this new opportunity to engage with our
audience," said Zamir Ahmed, VP of media relations for NAB.
Other tech leaders say radio is making significant gains in
stream counts and time spent listening by promoting specific
skills to find local stations on smart speakers.
"We have seen data that show radio groups that promote
their skills on air are measuring more than 50% of digital
listening on smart speakers," said Pat Higbie, CEO and cofounder of app developer XAPPmedia.
The company works with NPR and Cumulus on delivering

pepl9

four-prong test applies.
The NAB did not address the U/D
issue in its first filing. In a subsequent
one, the NAB said that it agrees with
Skywaves' assessment that the order's
requirement of a contour-based U/D
study for every interference complaint
could unintentionally impede consideration of legitimate translator complaints.
A group of several big-name broadcasters, filing jointly, praised the commission's order as abalanced approach
while expressing concern about the U/D
threshold. They include Beasley Media
Group, Cox Media Group, Entercom
Communications, iHeart Communications, Neuhoff Corp. and Radio One
Licenses. These groups have both primary FM stations and translators.
They said the order will undoubtedly bring more consistency, predictability and speed to the process of resolving
translator interference situations. But they
said there is areal, if rare, possibility that
the U/D threshold for actionable complaints could impair legitimate interference complaints based on listeners within
adesired station's protected contour.
The group recommended that the
FCC consider exempting listening locations from the U/D showing if they are
within the desired station's protected
contour.

voice interactive campaigns for advertisers like Chex, Mattress FIRM, Case Knives, ADT, Walmart, Lagunitas, Target
and others. XAPPmedia is pushing radio clients to maintain a
high level of on-air promotion of skills.
"The potholes are there for stations that stop the on-air
promotion of skills, because Alexa and Google Assistant are
becoming more prevalent in the car, so radio owners must
keep their stations top of mind in order to stave off competition in the car," Higbie said.
"In addition, having your radio station only accessible
behind an aggregator skill reduces discovery and your ability
to hone the listener experience."
Voice interactive advertising is changing radio monetization on smart speakers, Higbie said. Voice interactive ads
include acall to action for listeners to connect with the advertiser via Alexa skills and Google Assistant actions, he said.

Look below
e the surface
Appearances can be deceiving. Axia iQx looks like atraditional console, but it's actually asurface and mix
engine rolled into one. We dove deep with AES67, giving you access to every source, anywhere on the
network. iQx is affordable, allowing you to maximize existing network resources without paying for I/O you
don't need! With nearly limitless connections, we can't even fathom the possibilities.

TelosAlliance.corn/iQx
Available in the US from BGS.cc
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How to Get Rid of That Mouse in the House
Also, read about Tom Norman and the case of the hidden capacitor

WORKBENCH

floor of the building or enclosure are a
signal for action. If you find that your
site has been infested, protect yourself
while removing nest and droppings.
Wear gloves, a gown and above all a
mask to avoid breathing hazardous airborne pathogens.
John Wells has written auseful tutorial on illnesses spread by rodents and
offers useful tips to ensure their removal.
The URL is in the caption for Fig. 2. YouTube also has anumber of videos; search
"removing mouse infestation" for tips.

B

roadcast engineer Tom Norman
read with interest our discussion
about Frank Hertel's experience with
electrolytic capacitors in an FM exciter.
It brought back memories that may be
useful for other readers.
Tom remembered an instance in
which a remote control system failed.
His tests couldn't produce areason, but
its operation remained horribly intermittent. Tom decided to station himself
at the transmitter site until he could
figure out what was wrong.
He started with the usual, checking
Fig. 1: DA parameters out? No, he antenna monitor was being
mouse outhouse. The top vents on the monitor served to channel liquid
inside, destroying printed circuit boards.

BEST WAY To GET RIO '
7A/
or MOUSE im HOUSE WIF
Foots About lAtro -

"The early bird gets the worm, but
the second mouse gets the cheese."
omponent old age is not the only
‘,..cause of equipment failures. Another, more disgusting, one is vermin infes-

tation, which will become common
again now that cooler weather is upon
much of the nation.
If you haven't taken steps to place
bait traps and moth balls around your
remote transmitter site, now is the time.
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In 48 Hours

How to Deal with Mice
Infestation in Your House:
Health Dangers and Solutions
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Fig. 2: A useful resource can be found at vvvvw.bestwaytogetridofmouseinhouse.
com/mouse-infestation/#risks.

Adi
Toll-Free Number:

All sorts of animals are attracted to
the warmth of your transmitter building; and they will quickly set up home,
sometimes in or on your equipment. See
Fig. 1.
Stop the problem before it begins.
Rodents like to travel along walls; place
your glue or bait traps there to snag
them before they get into your equipment racks.
Little black mouse droppings on the

power supply voltages using a VOM.
No issues. He checked the same power
supply rails with the 'scope. Still nothing wrong.
At one point in the circuit, one of
the power supply voltages was further
regulated using athree-terminal regulator. Scoping the output of that regulator,
he hit the regulator with freeze mist.
The tiny amount of ripple disappeared.
(continued on page 14)
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WORKBENCH
(continued from page 12)
Tom is not sure what possessed him to
check the input terminal of the regulator, but when he did he saw significant
ripple. Why was there more ripple on
the input of this chip than was present at
the output of the regulated power supply
feeding it? He froze the chip again and
it calmed down.
Tom replaced the chip. No difference. That's when he considered what
was attached to the input and output
terminals of the chip. You guessed it:
There was a small electrolytic on the
input. Tom replaced it. The power supply calmed down, but he still had erratic
behavior from the remote control unit.
Tom's next step was to freeze mist all
the active components. He was about to
freeze a741 Op Amp but inadvertently
touched it with the little straw from the
nozzle of the can of mist. The remote
control unit went from erratic to totally
dead. He poked the Op Amp again, no
difference. He froze it. Back to erratic
operation. Tom replaced the Op Amp.
Operation was still erratic. Checking the
schematic, he noted power supply bypass
electrolytic capacitors on the power supply pins. Tom replaced those capacitors.
Still erratic.

Pulling out what little was left of
hair, he removed the Op Amp and
stuffed in afresh one. Problem solved.
This all took place shortly after a
huge electrical storm during which Tom
had witnessed multiple direct strikes to
the tower.

Tom also recalls that as a station
engineer, when he found Mallory-brand
electrolytic capacitors in a piece of
equipment, he would shotgun all of
them. He said he'd had so much difficulty with Mallory electrolytic capacitors that he specified that new equip-

Why was there more ripple on the input of
this chip than was present at the output of the
regulated power supply feeding it?

Although not certain, Tom sees two
issues here. One is that lightning can
affect components deep inside acircuit,
where normally you'd expect them to
be safe and sound. His guess is that the
electrolytics, being old, failed due to the
exacerbating influence of the lightning.
Then, for reasons he cannot fathom,
one or the other of the Op Amp's power
supply bypass capacitors became inductive and caused oscillations whose peak
voltages exceeded the limits of the 741
Op Amp, thus frying it. Although this is
speculation, it reminds us that electrolytics should be replaced every seven years
or so.

September 11, 2019
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ment must not contain any electrolytic
capacitors of that manufacture.
Tom writes that he still carries this
prejudice, even while acknowledging
that things may have changed since
then. He doesn't do much bench work
now, but from time to time he will
design little circuits for use in his
home environment, and when he orders
capacitors, he selects another manufacturer — which is funny, because Tom
has never had aMallory Sonalert fail.
Contribute to Workbench. You'll help
your fellow engineers and qualify for
SBE recertification credit. Send Workbench tips and high-resolution photos

to johnpbisset@gmail.com.
John Bisset has spent 50 years in the
broadcasting industry and is still learning. He handles western U.S. radio
sales for the Telos Alliance. He holds
CPBE certification with the Society
of Broadcast Engineers and is a past
recipient of the SBE's Educator of the
Year Award.
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News headRARICr
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Season?
one more
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nature of
•
• •
broadcast
transmitniz..6, »et'«
ter and RF
plants, especially in regards to lightning.
Are you fully protected? Radio World's
free ebook helps you answer the question. Find it at radioworld.com/ebooks.
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Remote Controls Have aHistory All Their Own
Transmitters and processors may get the attention,
but remote controls have long played akey role

IROOTS OF
RADIO
BY TOM VERNON
If you were to name a piece of
broadcast equipment that is neglected,
forgotten or taken for granted, the transmitter remote control would probably
be high on the list. Nevertheless, remote
controls have their own history, technological breakthroughs, pioneers and
industry leaders.
From the earliest days of broadcasting, many stations had aremote transmitter site, and FCC regulations of the
day stipulated that an engineer with
aFirst Class license be on duty at the
transmitter during hours of operation.
Their duties were to keep the transmitter log, taking required meter readings
every 30 minutes, as well as maintaining the transmitter parameters within
FCC regulations. That meant keeping
power output within in a plus 5 and
minus 10% window, carrier frequency
+/- 20 cycles, and modulation between
85 and 100%. These are things we take
for granted today, but they required
continuous scrutiny in the early days of
broadcasting.
Those early transmitters were prone
to frequent breakdowns. Electronic
components of the day were not that
reliable, particularly when high voltage
and RF were involved. An engineer had
to be on site to make timely repairs.
With advances in technology, transmitters became more reliable. The FCC
regulations remained in place, however,
and the transmitter engineer's unofficial duties often were extended to
include bench repairs and maintenance
of equipment, rewinding carts and dubbing agency spots.
FCC ACTION
Gradually, the driving forces for
remote control of broadcast transmitters
mounted, and change was in the air. But
it didn't happen overnight.
Harold Hallikainen, engineer for
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manufacturer QSC LLC, said the FCC's
rollout of remote control authorization
spread slowly across the broadcast spectrum.
"In 1950, the FCC proposed authorizing remote control of Class D NCE
FM stations, which had apower output
of 10 watts or less. The foundations of
subsequent rules can be seen in this
first proposal," he said. "Control circuit
faults could not activate the transmitter,
and any faults causing loss of on/off
control would shut down the transmitter. No telemetry was specified. Since
all comments were in favor, the rules
were adopted.
"In 1952, the FCC discussed the
possibility of remote control of nondirectional AM stations and FM stations, both at or below 10 kW," he
continued. "The complicating factor of
emergency frequency changes to comply with Conelrad requirements was
also debated."
In 1953, this authorization was
granted. "Following aprolonged comment period, the commission authorized remote control of high-power
and directional radio station in 1957.
Television had to wait even longer.
UHF stations were authorized in 1963,
VHF in 1971."
Radio broadcasting has long borrowed hardware and technology from
the phone company. When engineers
began to envision how a transmitter
remote control would work, stepping
relays were the logical choice. As the
foundation of the rotary-dial telephone
system, a stepping relay was basically
a pulse-driven, multiple pole I x 10
switching matrix.
As manufacturers designed the first
remote controls in the mid- 1950s, basic
elements began to emerge: astudio and
transmitter unit, each with a four-pole
stepping relay. One pole was for metering +, one for metering —, a third for
raise functions and the fourth for lower
functions.
Connection between the studio and
transmitter units was by two phone
lines, each with DC continuity. One
was for metering, the other control.
Both wires in the control pair worked
against ground in a "simplex" arrangement, providing two independent control circuits. A DC voltage generated at
the studio usually held in arelay at the
transmitter side that controlled plate on/
off, fulfilling the FCC requirement for
fail safe.
All these systems had calibration
pots on the transmitter side for each

The Moseley PBR-30 manual included this image detailing the lubrication points
of stepping relays. Blended oil, watch oil and graphite oil were used at different
points.

The Gates RDC-10AC is typical of first-generation remote controls, with 10 metering/
control channels accessed by stepping relays in the studio and transmitter units.
Two phone lines with DC continuity were required for control and metering.
channel. When the engineer made the
FCC-required weekly calibration of the
remote control, he would call the studio
and the operator would give the local
meter readings. The engineer would
adjust the calibration pots so the remote
meters agreed with the transmitter readings. There was also asingle calibration
control on the remote unit, which was
used to compensate for changes in loop
resistance of the phone line, which

varied as afunction of temperature and
humidity.
AUDIO TONES
One of the pioneers in remote control
systems was the Rust Industrial Co. Inc.
of Manchester, N.H. Founded in 1954
by W.F. Rust Jr., it also introduced a
strip chart recorder for transmitter logging in 1958 and its advanced AUTO(continued on page 18)
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IAW BIM DING TRANSMITTER u'
CHANNEL SELECTOR

LOG product line in 1964. The company moved to Cambridge, Mass., and
later Everett, Mass.; it appears to have
gone out of business in 1974.
Gates also got in the game early with
its popular RDC-10AC, as well as the
long-forgotten RCM-20, which worked
with audio tones rather than DC voltages, an innovative approach in 1955.
A 10-channel remote control was
adequate to control two transmitters,
but when large directional arrays were
involved, or later, television transmitters, something more robust was called
for. Gates introduced the RDC-200,
which added three more stepping relays
to provide 39 channels, and used a
rotary telephone dial to access them.
Other manufacturers developed similar
offerings.
With some refinements to the metering and control circuits, this stepping
relay infrastructure would be integral
to most remote control systems for the
next 20 years. These relays were not
without their issues, however. The combination of rapidly turning the selector
switch and a high-capacity phone line
could cause the studio and transmitter
steppers to get out of sync, resulting
in erroneous readings. Stepping relays

"6
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9 10

I
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OSELEY ASSOCIATES INC
TRC-16

REMOTE

CONTROL SYSTEM

Introduced in 1975, the Moseley TRC-15 used digital techniques to eliminate stepping relays.
also required regular maintenance for
reliable operation. That included lubricating wiper contacts and moving parts.
Moseley Associates was one of the
first companies to embrace digital techniques in the design of remote controls.
Its PBR-15 and -30, introduced in 1970,
eliminated the stepping relay from the
studio end. In place of the traditional
10-position rotary switch for channel
selection was aganged 16-position (on
the PRB-15) push button switch. Binary
numbers were generated by the push
button assembly. They were then encoded to the stepper drive generator.
Control functions were handled by
a920 Hz audio signal that was briefly
interrupted to send pulses to the step-
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ping relay at the transmitter. Different
tones were added to the 920 Hz for raise
and lower. Metering signals were generated by applying the sample signal to a
voltage controlled oscillator.
The successor to Moseley's PBR-15
was the TRC-15, introduced in 1975.
The PBR and TRC looked identical, but
the TRC performed all control functions
using frequency-shift keying technology. It also eliminated the troublesome
stepping relay from the transmitter end.
A control demodulator with SN74154
decoders and 7404 hex inverters connected to an individual relay for each of
the 15 channels.
NEW OPTIONS
These Moseleys and other audiobased control systems had the advantage of needing only one phone line,
resulting in an immediate reduction
in operating costs. But there were far
more important benefits to these new
systems.
Once audible or subaudible tones
were used for control and metering,
several options became available for
interconnecting the studio and transmitter units. In addition to traditional
phone lines, there was the possibility of
audible control over internal 110 kHz
subcarrier generator and demodulator.
Usually these signals rode from the
studio to transmitter piggyback on the
STL link. Subaudible metering returns
in the 20-30 Hz range could be accomplished on FM stations via an SCA
channel, which could also be used for
background music or other programming. For AM operations, the subaudible metering signal was returned
on the AM carrier. Modulation of the
subaudible tones was set to around 5%.
Gradually, Moseley gave remote control circuitry acomplete makeover, using
TTL logic circuits, voltage controlled
oscillators and other digital techniques.
The one remaining weak link was the
analog panel meter. Offset and gain
drift were constant. Checking the zero
set and CAL adjustments before taking
a set of readings was mandatory. The
analog meter precluded using the Moseley for any of the automated control and

metering systems that were beginning
to emerge. Also, the numerous scales
on the meter could be confusing to nontechnical operators.
In 1977, the Moseley TRC-15 and
PBR-30 remote controls finally got digital panel meters. But they didn't come
from Moseley, rather from asmall startup company just down the road from the
remote control manufacturer.
Harold Hallikainen's company, Hallikainen & Friends, developed the TEL
171 to meet this need. The genesis of the
TEL 171 was really an FCC inspection
at astation where Hallikainen was chief
engineer.
"The inspector dropped our Bauer
707 from 1kW to 250 W, and asked the
operator for the readings," he said. "The
operator read the wrong scale and gave
the 1 kW readings, since everything
doubled going from 250 W to 1 kW.
This incident, the difficulty of calibration and misplaced decimal points were
the things that inspired me to design the
TEL 171."
He adds, "It originally did not have
adisplay at the transmitter site. KCBS
said they'd buy one if we could make
that happen. There was not enough
power available to run an LED display
off of the floating power supply. Around
that time, the DF 411 chip was introduced. That made it easy to drive an
LCD, so that was used for the transmitter display." Hallikainen doesn't recall
exact numbers but estimates that afew
thousand TEL 171s were sold.
The TEL 171 could be more than a
digital display option. A DB-25 connector located below the display made
available binary-coded channel select
lines, raise-lower functions and the multiplexed BCD reading. Bill Bordeaux of
Interstellar Engineering designed the
ITO-177 (Intelligent Transmitter Operator). It plugged into aCommodore 64,
and made the TRC-15A/TEL-171 controllable via BASIC programming.
SMOOTH UX
Other manufacturers were bringing
digital to their remote controls, and
had adifferent approach than Moseley.
(continued on page 20)
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live MusicMaster interface through our Nexus API - and the list
is growing! So, how does this benefit your station? You'll be
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TFT introduced the model 7601 in 1982. It used FSK
modems on each end. The Harris 9100 fully embraced
the then-new FCC ATS rules enabling unattended
operations. The emphasis was shifted from remote
control of transmitters to facilities control. The logging software included trend analysis, enabling users to
locate problems areas and anticipate failures.
Throughout the 1970s, Moseley had been the innovator in remote control technology and had the high
end of the remote market to itself. When Gentner came
on the scene, it changed the game with its VRC-1000.
Utilizing the DTMF tones from aphone, along with
speech synthesis, Gentner eliminated the studio side of
the remote control. All that was needed was to dial the
site, enter the password and follow the menu options.
It also meant the transmitter could be controlled from
anywhere. The issue of how to accomplish the fail safe
was resolved with a silence sensor. The concept of
telephone access was developed by John Leonard of
Moseley, who later sold the design to Gentner.
Microprocessors arrived in the early 1970s, powering
the first generation of personal computers. Soon, they
were being embedded in various electronic devices.
In 1980, Moseley introduced the MRC-1, the first
microprocessor-based remote control, using an 8-bit
Motorola 6802. It comprised one control terminal and
up to nine remote terminals. Each remote site had 32
channels available. Alarm parameters could be created for each channel, and an automatic logging option
enabled regular printout of transmitter logs. A CRT
option duplicated all the functions of the MRC-1 control panel, and could simultaneously display data from
all 32 channels at one site.
The coming of the internet was another gamechanger for remote control technology. But as Peter
Burk, president of Burk Technologies recalls, the rollout was rather protracted.
"In the early days of the internet, it could be difficult

////////ARCPlusTouch

TECHNOLOGY

The Burk Technology ARC Plus Touch is an IP-based remote control that uses acombination of distributed I/O
connections and an integrated SNMP manager. Up to 256 channels of metering, status and control are possible.

sites. Even more impressively at the
time, the system enabled site-to-site
control.
FRAME
As with much of broadcast techCARRIER
nology, the cutting edge for remote
controls largely has shifted away
PARITY
from circuit cards in rack-mounted
boxes to software running on PCs.
HALLIKAINEN & FRIENDS. INC
BurIc's Auto Pilot enables multi-site,
TEL 171 DIGITAL TELEMETRY
PC-based facilities management for
DATA
Burk remote controls. The interface
is customizable, and reports can be
tailored. They can be printed automatically or emailed as a PDF to
station personnel. AutoPilot includes
network management functionality,
bridging the gap between broadcast
Hallikainen & Friends' TEL 1'.'1 gave the Moseley TRC-15 remote controls
and IT by including SNMP and ping
adigital panel meter and enabled remote control of atransmitter via the
with traditional I/O.
DB-25 connector.
The remote control segment has
to get aconnection to aremote transmitter site. Two
always been specialized. Ask an equipment dealer today
solutions emerged, an Intraplex connection, or alternaand they'll tell you about options from companies like
tives such as cellular modems, licensed and unlicensed
Burk, Davicom, WorldCast Systems, Broadcast Tools,
wireless and satellite."
Broadcast Devices, Sine Systems and CircuitWerkes.
Burk's first internet-based remote control was the
So what's in the future for broadcast remote conARC- 16, which was able to control multiple transmitter
trols? Right now, the greatest force driving innovation
seems to be artificial intelligence, although Peter Burk
prefers the term machine learning.
"Our goal is to look at the wealth of data that is now
available at atransmitter site and deliver predictive analytics. For example, assume your transmission line has
developed asmall leak, but the nitrogen tanks are keeping up with it. If you check the pressure, it will be OK. If
the sensors are tracking the flow, however, they will see
an increase. In this case, we would want the software to
give you an alert to check the system before the nitrogen
runs out and you have an emergency."
5. •
Another trend is to understand that the remote conow.
trol is now apart of the Internet of Things; equipment
users and designers plan accordingly.
"One of the challenges is that IoT generates an
enormous amount of information, and we need to find
a better way to reduce this data down to actionable
information," he said.
Burk adds that human access to the IoT raises some
interesting challenges. "Alexa and other smart speaker
technologies bring with them the promise of the voiceJew«.
activated Internet, as well as the challenge of building
seamless interfaces. At the same time, accessing IoT
via the screen of mobile devices is exploding, and
the need for asmooth UX or user experience is paramount."
Tom Vernon is a longtime contributor to Radio
World. Comment on this or any story. Email radioAutopilot with Warp Engine provides acustomized real-time view of the entire broadcast plant, monitoring up
world@futurenet.com with "Letter to the Editor" in
to hundreds of sites at the same time from one PC, using minimal bandwidth.
the subject field.
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"Field data from 1,300+ installs show
GV transmitters to be among Nautel's
most reliable."
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The Internet's Impact on International Radio
Many broadcasters saved money by moving
from high- power shortwave transmissions tc
the web. But at what cost?

IRADIONET

MOCKOBCKOE PAR110

BY JAMES CARELESS
OTTAWA — During the height of the
Cold War ( 1947-1991), the shortwave
radio bands were alive with international state-run broadcasters, transmitting their respective views in multiple
languages to listeners around the globe.
The western bloc's advocates were
led by the BBC World Service and
included Voice of America, Radio Liberty/Radio Free Europe, Radio Canada
International and a host of influential
European broadcasters. The eastern
Some of the antenna arrays at the Edward R. Murrow Transmitting Station near
bloc's de facto team captain was the
Greenville, North Carolina.
USSR's Radio Moscow (with its unique
Radio Moscow 50th anniversary
hollow, echoing sound), supplementcommemorative stamp.
ed by broadcasters in Soviet
shortwave operations. Later, others like Radio Netherlands, Radio
satellite countries (like East
Sweden, Deutsche Welle and Austrian Radio followed suit." So did
Germany's Radio Berlin InterRadio Canada International, Radio Australia, Radio Budapest, Radio
for communication
national) and allies like Fidel
Portugal, Radio Finland, Radio Denmark and even Radio Moscow.
Castro's Radio Havana Cuba.
Renamed Voice of Russia in 1993 (and Radio Sputnik in 2014), this
beyond the OSL...!
Then 1991 arrived, and the
Eastern European powerhouse left the shortwave bands for good on
Cold War apparently ended
April 1,2014.
with the fall of the Soviet Union
Now it is 2019, and another Cold War has resumed with the West
and the destruction of the Beron one side and Russia, China, Iran and North Korea on the other.
lin Wall.
But this time, many of the powerful international voices that brought
In the seeming peace that
Western news and views to nondemocratic countries are now only
0 YEARS OF
followed, many governments no
found on the web — where adversarial governments can easily block
longer saw the sense in spendthem.
HORTWAVE
ing millions on multi-megawatt
"In my opinion, the abandonment of shortwave for international
'e- ROUND"
transmitters and vast antenna
broadcasting was amistake," said Zanotti. "It was based on what
farms to keep broadcasting
many believed to be the end of the Cold War. However, events since
their messages globally. The
then have proved that to have been afalse (and even foolish) notion.
A QSL card sent to SW listeners confirming their reception of
leader among them, the BBC
"Today, there is very little uncensored information available
World Service (BBCWS), trum- "The Two Bobs" on Swiss Radio International.
peted the web and webcasting
as modern, cost-effective alternatives
to expensive shortwave broadcasting
(along with satellite radio and leasing
local FM airtime in the countries they
used to broadcast to). This is why the
BBCWS ceased shortwave transmissions to North America and Australia in
2001 and Europe in 2008, while retaining SW broadcasts in less-developed
parts of the globe.
"It is my understanding that it was
the BBC that started to spread the notion
that shortwave was dying or already
dead," said Bob Zanotti, co-host of Swiss
Radio International's popular "Listener
Mailbag" show "The Two Bobs" from
1970 to 1994. He now runs the Englishlanguage Swiss information webcaster
www.switzerlandinsound.com.
Radio Canada International's Sackville, New
"Swiss Radio International accepted
this uncritically and was the first to
Brunswick, transmission facility is now demolished.
announce the complete closure of its
Postal Service of USSR

22

on shortwave. Classic information and
entertainment are also practically nonexistent," he added. "The clever Chinese
strategy seems to have been to wait for
all the major western shortwave players
to leave the scene, and then move in to
fill the vacuum, making China Radio
International virtually the only shortwave show in town."
THE SEDUCTION OF THE WEB
The official reason the BBC World
Service moved away from shortwave
(although not entirely) was because the
web was where most 21st century listeners were going.
"Digital technology has undoubtedly
come of age. Now the hype over the
internet revolution is behind us, the real
benefits to businesses and to broadcasters are shining through," declared
then-BBC World Service Director Mark
Byford when he delivered the 2001
Cornwall Lecture.
"For the World Service, it means
that people who could never receive our
radio transmissions in the 42 languages
can now listen to live output, or catch
that program they particularly want to
hear, at atime when it suits them, anywhere in the world.
"For media users, the internet
unlocks awhole new world of information tailored to you as an individual,"
Byford continued. "You can listen to a
program when you want. You can have
your say to aglobal audience."
The BBC World Service's web-first
focus was subsequently adopted by
many state-run broadcasters, who also
cut back on their shortwave broadcasts
(or left the band entirely) in favor of
the web.
There was logic to this argument:
"Large government broadcasters have
always tried to reach the 'influencers'
in a country, those who might eventually help guide a country's policy
and international relationships," said
Thomas Witherspoon, editor of the
shortwave listener website www SWLingPost.com. "And the great majority of
these influencers, according to audience
research, have moved to social media
and the internet as asource of information."
The unofficial reason for so many
governments leaving shortwave was to
save money. "Shortwave broadcasting is
expensive when compared with streaming or 'broadcasting' online," Witherspoon said. "The power requirements
of shortwave transmitters pumping out
50, 250 or 500 kW is substantial, and
the infrastructure — the large antennas,
feedlines, transmitters, power supplies
— all require regular maintenance from
expert technicians."
Money was amajor factor in the death
of Radio Netherlands (in Dutch: Radio
Nederland Wereldomroep), which was
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succeeded in other media (including the
web) by RNW Media. But it wasn't the
only factor; populism also played apart.
"In 2012, public international radio
in The Netherlands had to stop broadcasting," said Jennifer Bushee, RNW
Media's communication and stakeholder
manager. "The Dutch government had
decided to cut the subsidy to Radio
Nederland Wereldomroep by 70%. The
broadcaster was no longer seen as relevant, and there was areal effort to reduce
subsidies from conservative or even more
right-wing politicians ... So we were cut
off and had to go off the air."

ing directly with the millions of streaming services the internet has to offer.
(This extra choice has certainly cut into
the audience for shortwave radio, as has
the growing variety of multiple media
sources in countries around the world.
This said, shortwave audiences were
and are not measured by any ratings
services, so evidence as to their decline
is mainly anecdotal.)
"What really disappoints me are the
international broadcasters who have
stopped shortwave in favor of internet,
usually because it's much less expen-

ASSESSING THE IMPACT
It is true that the web has changed
the very nature of international communications. In the past, only the most
powerful broadcasters could address the
world, simply because it took massively
expensive transmission farms to send
the signals out. Today, anyone can do
it from the convenience of their laptop
computer and their local ISP.
This said, moving away from shortwave has plunged many once-distinct
international broadcasters into obscurity — and in some cases, into extinction
— precisely because they are compet-

(conttnued on page 24)
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SHORTWAVE
(continued from page 23)
sive to operate, but ostensibly because
the internet is 'new technology," said
Jeff White, general manager of the
commercial United States-based shortwave broadcaster WRMI Radio Miami
International. "Then they end up some
months later shutting down their internet broadcasts and websites also, leaving the world with no means of hearing
official broadcasts from these countries.
This is particularly the case in Europe."
THE SHELL OF A TITAN
In its Cold War heyday, Radio Canada International was one of the world's
most listened-to international shortwave broadcasters. Popular programs
like "The SWL Digest" made RCI
announcer/producer Ian McFarland into
abona fide shortwave star. (Even today,
airchecks of the SWL Digest are being
shared online.) They were broadcast
from RCI's Atlantic Ocean transmission
farm in Sackville, New Brunswick.
Sackville's North American/European reach was so good that many
international broadcasters rented it as a
relay site. ( Historical note: According to
RCI's website, the first Montreal home
of the then-named Canadian Broadcasting Corp.'s International Service was "a
former brothel and garment factory.")
Founded in 1942 during World War
II, RCI prospered until the 1991 thaw
in the Cold War. Then the cuts made
by successive cash-hungry governments
began: First the number of broadcast
languages were cut back, followed by
the replacement of RCI-produced content with domestic programs made by
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
Eventually some RCI-produced content returned, but the cuts continued:
By 2012, an 80% cut in federal funding
forced RCI to abandon SW and satellite
radio broadcasting entirely and retreat
to www.rcinet.ca. The famed Sackville
transmission farm was torn down two
years later.
"In the wake of the 80% budget
cuts, RCI is down to 23 staff members,
editor-in chief included, and is now
part of Radio-Canada's News department," said Soleiman Mellali, RCI's
web editor-in-chief. (Radio-Canada is
the country's French-language public
broadcaster.) "Content is produced on
weekdays to cover all seven days."
It took an extensive amount of staff
training to get RCI's web content to its
current level, said Mellali. "The team
had a solid radio background but felt
uneasy about RCI's transition to webonly, which has left them abit off kilter."
The effort has paid off. According to
Melia
RCI's number of monthly visitors has tripled since its web was made
more user-friendly. "Social media par-

General Manager Jeff White in the control wens of WRMI Radio Miami Int2rnational.
ticipation has (also) increased," he
said. "On Facebook, for instance.
we've shot up from 1,200 fans to
over 18 000."
Nevertheless, RCI's transformation into a web-only service has
substantially narrowed its scope,
said McFarland, and the service's
ability to reach listeners worldwide.
"When RCI deserted the shortwave bands in favor of the web, the
service's philosophy also changed,"
McFarland said. "It went from
appealing to basically anyone who
was interested in Canada, in what
was happenin,g here and our relationship with the rest of the world, in
favor of broadcasting to people who
might be interested in immigrating
to Canada.
"Meanwhile, the computer was
now the only way to hear broadcasts from Canada: Listeners in
African, Asian and European countries who tuned to Canada on cheap SW writer Colin Newell flanked by Canadian
shortwave receivers were no longer Mounties.
asegment of the worldwide listening audience that RCI was interested in
VULNERABLITY TO CENSORSHIP
reaching," he added. "This change in
When it comes to the fallout from
target audiences was agreat slap in the
international broadcasting moving to
face for RCI's long time and very loyal
the web, there is one fact that everyone
listeners around the world who held
agrees on: the interne's vulnerability to
Canada in very high esteem far many
censorship by hostile powers.
decades of successful broadcasting on
Back when international programshortwave."
ming was delivered via multiple highOther international broadcasters who
powered shortwave transmitters using
have abandoned shortwave for the web
many locations and shortwave frequenhave likely experienced this loss. The
cies, "jamming iaf broadcasts was an
reason: Access to "high-speed internet
expensive and often ineffective method
is not a universal thing," said Colin
of blocking 'the message," said NewNewell, a shortwave enthusiast since
ell. Today, "jamming is as simple as
1972 and operator of the shortwave
a few clicks of a mouse on a national
listener site www.DXer.ca. "It is surely
internet service. Full-scale censorship
widespread and available in the oddest
is a significantly easier technological
of places, but it is not universal or uniexercise."
versally reliable."
The bottom line: Today's interna-

tional broadcasters are nowhere near as
capable as their Cold War predecessors
were in getting messages through to
the "other side" — and those who rely
solely on the web can't guarantee content delivery at all.
This is atextbook case of irony. By
eschewing shortwave for the web, many
international broadcasters have lessened
their ability to serve their target audiences at all times and in some cases,
eliminated this capability entirely.
Take RCI: During the Cold War, its
shortwave signals managed to reach
listeners in the Soviet bloc. But today?
Should he ever want to, Vladimir Putin
could cut RCI off from Russian audiences in seconds.
It is possible that RCI could return to
shortwave broadcasting. But this would
require building a new transmission
farm.
The demolished Sackville site isn't
available. Several New Brunswick
Mi'kmaq indigenous communities purchased its cleared 90-hectares in 2017
to add to the Fort Folly First Nation
reserve. But even if it were, the Canadian government seems unlikely to spend
the money required to build a replacement shortwave facility. This is likely
true in other countries that have demolished their shortwave transmission sites
as well.
The inescapable conclusion: Moving
to the web has fundamentally compromised international broadcasting's
ability to do its job, compared to what
it could do back in shortwave's glory
days. And unless something happens
to motivate governments to reinvest in
expensive shortwave broadcasting, this
will remain the case.
James Careless reports on the industry for Radio World from Ottawa,
Ontario.
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Radio Show Features "Tech Tuesday"
Broadcast executives also to explore implicatioll of federal deregulation
BY PAUL McLANE
A day devoted to technology-oriented
sessions is a new feature of the Radio
Show coming up in Dallas. That's one of
the efforts by the National Association
of Broadcasters and Radio Advertising
Bureau to freshen and reimagine their
annual event.
Show planners announced during the
spring NAB Show that the fall show
would get anew look and amore casual
feel. The conference also puts amore visible emphasis on voice, podcasting, streaming and other technologies in the modern
consumer audio ecosystem. Organizers
are aiming for "aconvergence of all who
thrive in the audio and media space."
Among highlights, veteran broadcaster Mary Quass will be honored. And
the broadcast financial community will
discuss implications for radio of the current deregulatory environment in Washington.
TECH TUESDAY
Tech Tuesday is free for NAB and
RAB members; others pay $ 199 preshow, slightly more on site. The day's
content is aimed at engineers, technology
professionals and managers involved in
radio station operations.
Topics promised include audio-over-IP,
RF transmission, visual radio, streaming
audio, remote backhaul, audio production and processing, data acquisition and
protection, and hybrid radio applications.
Tech Tuesday registration includes access
to show exhibits, which are open the ensuing two days; there were about 70 registered exhibitors as of late August.
Here are highlights of Tech Tuesday:
Opening and Keynote: 10 a.m. — NAB
Radio Engineering Achievement Award
recipient Gary Cavell will speak about
the importance of technology and of
continuing education for engineers. He'll
be introduced by NAB EVP/CTO Sam
Matheny.
Vender Breakouts: 10:35 a.m. — Attendees can hear from RCS President/CEO
Phillippe Generali about the company's
Zetta Cloud Disaster Recovery offering, which the firm calls a "cutting
edge safety net" for radio operations;
and from Comrex veteran Chris Crump
about ensuring reliable transmission of
IP audio using the internet.
AM Radio's All-Digital Future?: 11:20
a.m. — Radio World readers know

IF YOU GO
Where: Hilton Anatole, Dallas
When: Sept. 24-25
How: radioshowweb.com
How Much: $499 pre- show rate
for NAB/RAB members, up to
$949 for non-members onsite.
See site for packages or groups,
students, young professionals,
spouses.
Exhibits will be open Wednesday and Thursday of show week.
about the tests and early deployment
of digital-only signals on the U.S. AM
band. This session brings together
several experts including NAB VP of
Advanced Engineering David Layer;
Hubbard Broadcasting Senior Broadcast
Engineer Dave Kolesar, who switched
off the analog on WFED(AM) in Frederick, Md.; and Xperi Senior Manager
of Broadcast Engineering Russ Mundschenk, recipient of the most recent
Radio World Excellence in Engineering
Award.
Lunch: 12 noon
Vendor Breakouts: 1:30 to 4:10 p.m.
— There are several sets of concurrent presentations during the afternoon
hours. They include Dielectric Senior
RF Engineer Derek Small exploring the
"black magic of filter tuning"; Nautel
Sales Manager (Central) Jeff Welton
discussing ways to optimize an installation with HD Radio; a presentation
by ENCO Systems; GatesAir Product
Line Manager Kevin Haider providing a "walkthrough" to understand the
differences between Generations 3 and
4 of HD Radio technology; and Telos
Alliance Senior Solutions Consultant
Kirk Harnack highlighting the latest
implementations of IP technology for
networked audio and control.
Networking Break: 3p.m.
"What's Next in Radio Tech?": 4:15 p.m.
— A panel of industry veterans share
insights into where our industry is going.
Moderated by Radio World Editor in

Chief Paul McLane, the group includes
iHeartMedia Strategic Partnerships
Group President Michele Laven; New
York Public Radio CTO Steve Shultis;
RadioDNS Project Director Nick Piggott; Xperi SVP of Radio Joe D'Angelo;
and Goldman Engineering Management
President Bert Goldman.

Finance event on Tuesday. The theme:
"Radio Unleashed: Preparing for aNew
Regulatory World." Firm partner Scott
Flick moderates a discussion of the
opportunities for broadcasters presented
by deregulation, like the elimination of
the main studio requirement and the
FCC's potential relaxation of local ownership rules.
Flick was quoted by organizers
saying, "That the FCC is recognizing
radio's challenges where listeners' audio
alternatives — and the competition for
ears and advertisers — have grown
exponentially may be as big a gamechanger as the new competition itself."
The panel includes Bill Hendrich,
EVP of radio for Cox Media Group; Garret Komjathy, SVP of media and commu(continued on page 28)

Closing Remarks, 5p.m. — Wrapup by
NAB VP of Technology Education and
Outreach Skip Pizzi.
Reception, 5 to 6 p.m. — Hosted by
NAB's Sam Matheny and Skip Pizzi.
MORE SHOW HIGHLIGHTS
Here's a sampler of other notable
events.
Pillsbury holds its annual Broadcast

Share of E.êtr»
Americans' 13+ Share of Time Spent Listening
to AM/FM Radio (Over-the-air and Streams)
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27
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iedison
Flume Seam of Ea 02019

Edison Research has been doing interviews with younger consumers to learn their
attitudes toward radio and audio, with an eye toward improving time spent listening for those demos.
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(continued from page 26)
nications for U.S. Bank; Beth Neuhoff,
president/CEO of Neuhoff Communications; Susan Patrick, managing partner of Patrick Communications and coowner of Legend Communications; and
David Santrella, president of broadcast
media for Salem Media Group. ...
Plenty has been said and written about
the explosive growth in podcasting; but
how does podcasting really fit into the
business goals of Radio Show attendees? A Wednesday session "The Podcast
Revolution" will include Carter Brokaw, president of iHeartMedia's digital
revenue strategy; Neal Carruth, NPR's
general manager of podcasts; and Oren
Rosenbaum, emerging platforms and
podcasting agent at United Talent Agency. The moderator is Conal Byrne, president of the iHeartPodcast Network. ...
NRG Media Chairman/CEO Mary
Quass will receive the National Radio
Award during the Wednesday luncheon
"2020 and Beyond: Insights from the
Top." Quass formed New Radio Group
in 2001, later named NRG Media, which
has 45 stations in the Midwest. Her
career began in the late 1970s when
she worked as an account exec. She
purchased her first radio station in 1998,
forming Quass Broadcasting Co., which
became part of Capstar Broadcasting
and, in turn, Clear Channel.
The luncheon program features a
conversation with broadcast leaders
Mary Berner of Cumulus Media, David
Field of Entercom and Bob Pittman of
iHeartMedia about strategies for aconstantly shifting audio landscape.
Fred and Paul Jacobs will lead a
Wednesday session, "You're Not Just in
the Radio Business Anymore," to learn
from people who have made successful

V, radio ;how
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career transformations. Fred launched
founder of VaynerMedia.
Jacobs Media in 1983 and is credited
Thursday also brings asession led by
with creating the classic rock format.
David Fisher on the art of storytelling,
Paul is president of jacapps and VP/GM
for which the media industry has gained
of Jacobs Media. ...
fresh appreciation in an era of podcastCharlotte Jones Anderson is execuing, smartphones and smart speakers.
tive vice president and chief brand officer
Fisher, who began his career writing for
of the Dallas Cowboys,
Joan Rivers, is the author
and the Radio Show conof more than 80 books
vention is happening in her
and is an accomplished
backyard; she's a logical
ghostwriter. The session
speaker to share strategies
is called "Sound. Voice.
for "building aworld-class
Story. Success." ...
brand around the customer
Also on Thursday,
experience." She speaks on
Edison Research will
Thursday. ...
present research on drivAuthor Gary Vaynering audience engagement
chuk, aka Gary Vee, will
and leveraging audio
talk Thursday on the topic
trends. "The Secret to
"Attention Is the New CurLonger TSL:" will be led
rency." He is chairman Author Gary Vee says,
by Vice President Megan
of communication firm "Attention is t
he new
Lazovick and deal with
VaynerX and CEO/co- currency."
attracting and retaining

EXHIBITOR LIST
Exhibits are open Wednesday Sept. 25, 10 a.m. to 6p.m.,
and Thursday Sept. 26, 9a.m. to 5p.m. Listings are as of
late August. Check onsite resources for complete list.

listeners and best practices to optimize
advertising. "Lazovick will also provide
exclusive analysis of audio listening
trends and content preferences and offer
insight on how radio can effectively
compete with and embrace other platforms," organizers said.
They noted that while radio's reach
remains strong across all ages, time
spent listening to radio has fallen much
faster among younger listeners than
older ones, according to Edison. The
company has done interviews with
young listeners about their attitudes
about commercials, audio platforms and
radio programs. ...
This year marks the 30th anniversary
of the Marconi Radio Awards. Organizers invited several previous honorees
back as emcees and presenters. Delilah,
Rickey Smiley and Tom and Kristi of
"The Bob and Tom Show" will do the
honors.
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Ionce created acustom coffee product for aradio station.
It's not as weird as it sounds. We
wanted to promote an upcoming new
morning show and one day while sipping my morning beverage, it occurred
to me that agood cup of coffee delivers
the attributes of amorning show. Both
products wake people up, make them
cheerful, have adistinct flavor, etc.
So Igot our friendly neighborhood
roaster to make me a good blend —
which I then labeled with the name
of our morning show — and sold our
brand by the pound at his café. Next,
through an advertising agency, Iplaced
commercials on our direct competitor.
Then Icalled the press to let them
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petitor without the shenanigans, and
you'll have alot more impact than even
one high-school type of stunt.
Want to go where few stations do,
but where your listeners entertain themselves every day? Advertise on YouTube!
While Facebook, Instagram, Twitter,
Snapchat and others get all the press,
Google's YouTube has been taking over
the planet. Oddly, some don't even think
of YouTube as a social channel even
though it has all the community elements that enable engagement. If that
doesn't impress, perhaps this state-

Want to increase ratings? Find your target audience on YouTube.
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ment from Google will: "In an average
month, 18+ year olds in the United
States spend more time watching YouTube than any television network. On
mobile alone, more 18- to 49-year-olds
watch YouTube during prime time in the
United States, than they do the top 10
prime-time shows combined. Over the
last two years, the number of small and
medium-sized businesses advertising on
YouTube has doubled."
Why, for the most part, is local radio
missing in action? Too many station
leaders/decision makers feel that outside advertising either isn't needed for
abroadcast radio station, or that it's a
luxury. It's abit ironic and even hypocritical that folks who rely on advertising sales themselves are willing to say
that it's not necessary. Now more than
ever, radio needs reinforcement outside
itself to show relevance.
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performance indicators ( KPIs) on your
campaign(s), so you'll also be learning
about your audience behavior as you
proceed.
Your listeners may lie to their parents,
wife, husband or kids ... but they are not
going to lie to their search engine. If you
choose to find your target audience on
YouTube by using their search behavior,
you'll be hitting areal sweet spot — and
that is the absolute truth!
Mark Lapidus is alongtime contributor to Radio World. Email him with
comments or your own promo successes
at marklapidus 1 @gmail.com.
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Now more than
ever, radio needs
reinforcement
outside itself to
show relevance.
.111lburaduàmunailudielin

While it takes substantial investment
for radio commercials to be meaningful
on broadcast television or cable, radio
stations of any size can afford some level
of YouTube video campaigns. Isay this
because of the amazing targeting and
capability to cap bids of advertising. Target by age/gender/Zip code/household
income and many shared traits, or by
preferences that match your format. Plus,
you can pick achannel (music, news, etc).
Cost per thousand depends on
demand, so you'll want to start with
a small test. Ads could be as low as
$0.05 to $0.25 each — and if you
use "TrueView," you pay only for ads
watched. Ad formats include non-skippable, skippable in-stream ads, bumpers
and many more. You can even sequence
ads, meaning that each person sees a
series of ads/promos you create in order.
(I am also abig believer in having a
station channel on YouTube, and we'll
cover that in an upcoming article.)
You'll he getting back a lot of key

Write to RW
Email radioworld @ futurenet.com
with " Letter to the Editor" in the
subject field. Please include issue
date and story headline.
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Whatever your STL strategy.
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•5Watts Digital Power conquers challenging STL environments • Web Browser User Interface makes setup easy
•User re-configurable with no additional purchases makes it future-proof

It's your move now:

Contact Sales
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Moseley uses propuetary technologies and owns more than 50 patents and has delivered more than amillion radios deployed in over 120 countries.
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Adventures in 1970s AM: The Big Kahuna
Do not try this at your station

FIRSTPERSON
BY KEN DEUTSCH
In 1959 Hawaii became our 50th
state, making travel to that delightful
island group easier and less expensive.
During the next few years there was abit
of a nationwide Hawaiian craze, which
included abrief interest in island music,
or at least amainland version of same.
And then there was the Big Kahuna.
"Kahuna" in Hawaiian means "wise
man," but somehow that got mangled
in translation to the point where radio
stations, beginning with KHJ(AM), Los
Angeles, turned it into a goofy contest
that soon spread across our nation with
cheap knock-offs trickling down to markets like, say, Toledo, Ohio, home of
WOHO(AM).

shows rather than anative Hawaiian.
Usually the 7 p.m.—midnight jock
had to "volunteer" to play the part
because these appearances were made
during the day. Our cheap general manager never offered additional compensation for being The Big Kahuna because
it was an "honor," and because, he
insisted, the "lucky" jock should do it in
the spirit of cooperation and team spirit.
Yeah, right.
WOHO announced on the air that
"The Big Kahuna" was coming. Just
those words with some Hawaiian steel
guitar music in the background. That
went on for weeks, and then the station sprang for some billboards to build
anticipation.
The week before the promotion swung
into high gear, the on-air announcements
expanded to include the contest rules.
If a listener saw The Big Kahuna any-

free cupcake at alocal bakery.
All the prizes were traded out,
meaning the station paid nothing
for them. It's hard to imagine getting excited about a
prize worth less than $5,
but these were the days
before big lottery payouts
and before inflation had
decimated the buying
power of adollar bill.
Often
The
Big
Kahuna would call the
WOHO DJ live on the air
from a two-way radio in
the station vehicle, a 1965
blue Ford Thunderbird (also
traded out) emblazoned with
the station logo. The conversation
on the air would sound like this:
DJ Buddy Carr: Hello, Big Kahuna!
Where are you calling from today?

Getty images/kellykellykelly

If alistener approached the right person and
not some other individual wearing agrass skirt,
The Big Kahuna would bestow upon them a
"valuable" prize such as acoupon for afree
Arby's Roast Beef sandwich.

Even though Iarrived at WOHO in
1972, there were still plenty of people
on staff who remembered this promotion from 1966. Apparently the station
sent amale employee out on the streets
of Toledo dressed in agrass skirt, colorful Hawaiian shirt, sandals and (groan)
a fake bone in his nose. From the pictures Isaw, this costume made the guy
look more like the Wild Man from Borneo that appeared at county fair side-

where in Toledo, he or she needed only
approach this individual and ask, "Are
you WO-HO's Big Kahuna?" And if the
listener had approached the right person
and not some other individual wearing
a grass skirt, The Big Kahuna would
bestow upon the listener a "valuable"
prize such as acoupon for afree Arby's
Roast Beef sandwich (worth up to $ 1.50
at the time), two tickets to alocal movie
theater or perhaps acoupon good for one
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The Big Kahuna: Hey, Buddy, I'm
at the Westgate Shopping Center on
Central Ave. right now, and there are
some lovely young women here. You
want to say "Hi," girls? (Sounds of
teenage girls screaming in the background). You should see these chicks,
Buddy. They're real cute! Yeah, we're
giving away a boatload of prizes out
here, so you should tell everyone
to come out and join us for the fun.
Remember, all you have to do is find
me, which isn't hard because I'm the
one in aHawaiian shirt and sunglasses, and ask me if I'm WO-HO's Big
Kahuna! If it's me, you get aprize!
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Systems Integration
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forward to talking to you next hour.
Aloha!
And so it went for a few weeks, or
until the station ran out of free coupons.
I'm told that an appearance by the Big
Kahuna could garner a mention in the
local newspaper, a feat that would be
unheard of now.
Usually this promotion went well,
but on at least one occasion it didn't.
A WOHO DJ named Chuck Charming
(not his real air name but close) was
playing The Big Kahuna and decided to
take the station cruiser over to abar one
night, while still wearing his native getup. A policeman saw him in the dark
parking lot and approached The Big
Kahuna. Chuck was fairly inebriated at
the time and was unable to explain his
weird clothing or why he had an open
bottle of alcohol in his car, not that there
could really be a plausible explanation
for such circumstances.
The Big Kahuna's next personal
appearance was at the Toledo police
station downtown where he was forced
to call WOHO's general manager to
come down and pick him up. I'm sure
free Arby coupons were generously
distributed to the local gendarmes that
night.
Ken Deutsch is a writer who lives in
sunny Sarasota, Fla., and has a book
of these tales available, " Up and Down
the Dial."
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Stitcher's Flexible New Facility in Manhattan
The podcast producer buil --,studios for crea:ir g
podcasts. Fnd out what's nthem.

Jph, -1

senior

productipri nionager

IFACILITY
PROFILE
BY STEVE HARVEY
Podcast network Stitcher recently
moved into its new headquarters in
Midtown Manhattan, building out a
2,000- square-foot production complex comprising three studios, two
edit rooms and two isolation booths
designed in concert with WSDG Walters-Storyk Design Group. The new
facilities have been outfitted to accommodate Stitcher's typical workflow,
which can often involve collaboration

between talent, producers and engineers at the company's offices in Los
Angeles and San Francisco.
Romina Larregina, partner, director
of pmduction at WSDG, reports that
her biggest challenge was ensuring
consistency between the new studio
spaces. "One of the things that Stitcher
looked for was identical sound in every
room. That was challenging, to make
sure that the reverb time was the same
in all the studios, even though the
shapes, sizes and volumes were different," she says.
The floating floor, room-within-aroom design provides critical isolation for speech recording, both from
the potentially noisy neighborhood,
where the company occupies an entire
floor in a building overlooking Bryant Park, as well as between studios.
To achieve consistent responses within
each space, WSDG implemented custom law-frequency absorption, soffits,
ceiling treatment and corner treatments
to target specific frequencies, says Larregina. WSDG installed RPG's hybrid
BAD diffusion/absorption panels at the

.s.«1

listening position in each control room,
she adds.
According to John DeLote, senior
production manager at Stitcher's New
York office, the choices of audio technology at the new facility were acombination of recommendations from Larregina and the WSDG staff and from
Stitcher's Los Angeles and New York
teams. Key to the company's content
creation workflow is aDropbox scheme
implemented by Dave Seidel, Stitcher

lead systems engineer, he says.
Every studio is hooked up to an
SNS (Studio Network Solutions) EVO
shared storage server hosting Dropbox,
DeLore explains. Those Dropbox folders are synchronized everywhere within
Stitcher's network, enabling engineers,
producers, hosts and other contributors
to collaborate from multiple locations,
handing off and updating audio files as
work progresses.
(continued on page 36)
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(continued from page 34)

While the Stitcher app is one of the preeminent podcast listening
platforms — it has been described as the most popular alternative to
the default Apple podcast app — Stitcher is also acontent network
with alarge catalog of original programming. Much more than simply spoken word, Stitcher Premium shows such as "Wolverine: The
Long Night," Marvel's first scripted podcast, and "Stranglers," adocumentary series about the Boston Strangler that DeLore produced,
feature layers of sound design and custom music, produced in-house.
"Our belief here is that the future of the medium will mirror TV
and film," says DeLore. "As the marketplace becomes more and more
crowded with content, attention to technical and artistic details will
be abig part of creating content that stands apart from the rest."
Voice recording may take place in one room, editing in another
and mixing in yet another, so certain pieces of gear are standardized
E
at the new facility and between Stitcher locations. Each of the new
control rooms features an Allen & Heath Qu16 console, the desk of
choice at the L.A. facility, DeLore reports. "It has agood reputation, -è
good sound, it's solidly built and doesn't crash. We love that it's got .,e
the QuDrive function; we can hook up adrive and do amultitrack

All the recording facilities in Stitcher snew headquarters, including Studio A's control room, seen here, were designed by WaltersStcryk Design Group.

backup in parallel with Pro Tools," he says.
Microphones throughout are Shure SM7B dynamics, paired with
Cloud Cloudlifter CL-4 mic activators to enhance and boost the
signal level going into Pro Tools, without noise or artifacts, says
DeLore. "It's aflat mic, really clear, with no colotution. We have
other mics in our closet in case somebody wants to come in and use
aU 87 or an RE20."
Each of the three studio control rooms and the two edit bays also
include apair of arm-mounted SM7s, he says, for added flexibility.
Mimicking the company's West Coast Earwolf studio setup, "The
engineer can be on-mic from the control room" if desired, he says.
"And if the interviewer wants to engineer, we have mies in the room."
Conversely, computer screens enable remote operation of Pro
Tools from the recording spaces. "The Allen & Heath boards have
Bluetooth remote capabilities from a tablet, so we've also experimented with that," says DeLore.
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DAD: Proven Radio Automation
More broadcasters are upgrading their workflows and saving money by choosing DAD.
From centralized content and effortless scalaiility to cutting- edge virtualization and mDbile
solutions, a DAD system is the perfect fit for your station now and into the ' L.Jture. To stay
up-to-date on the latest advances in the broadcast iniustry, make your station E n ENCO
station with aDAD: Digital Audio Delivery.

WebDAD Mobile Control
All tha features of DAL, now accessible from your orovvser.
From library and playlist maintenance to on- air control and
voice tracking, it's all there...even if you re not. The
HTML5-based interface allows native access and control
from any web- enabled device.

Cloud- Based Disaster Recovery
DAD- DR cloud- based backup is ready on amoment's lotice to
continue playing out programming in case of technical failure
or natural disaster. DAD- DR creates and maintains a fully
t
eati_ red clone of your DAD system, staving in sync with
changes made to your local DAD, ensuring that your backup
content is still up-to-date and all scheduled ad spots will run.
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About 75% of sessions involve just a host and a
guest, he says, in person or on the phone (the studios
are equipped with Telos Hx series telephone hybrid
units). For that reason, the control rooms offer two
channels of AEA RPQ2 mic preamps. "It's giving us
alittle extra juice and alittle extra color and warmth,"
he says.
Studio A, alarger space that incorporates an isolation booth and asound lock, is multiuse. "It's designed
for large ensemble recordings, for original podcast
score recording and for doing a live music podcast,
hopefully; nobody has cracked that code yet, but it's
going to happen and I'm sure we'll be in that space."
Control room A houses an A&H Qu32, for its extra
inputs, and additional outboard, including a Grace
Design m103 channel strip. "Whether you're recording
a voice for a spoken word podcast or amusical lead
vocalist, we wanted Studio A to have some boutique
options in the mic pre department."
Additional processing for music production includes
aWarm Audio Tone Beast, aFoote Control Systems
P3S stereo compressor and aLexicon MX400 reverb.
"Lexicon is great and we're all familiar with it," says
DeLore, whose background includes time working at
Right Track Recording in Manhattan, as well as Gimlet
Media and WNYC Radio. Since launching the facility,
Stitcher has added aBoston upright piano, adrum kit
and an Ampeg bass amp, he also reports.
Monitoring in the studios and edit rooms, on Larregina's recommendation, includes Neumann KH 120
two-way speakers, while the A Room additionally fea-

RAD1OWOR Si

Edit room in
Stitcher's Manhattan
office

(continued from page 36)
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tures apair of three-way Neumann KH 310 monitors.
"At the point of ingest, we're just listening to voice,"
says DeLore, "so we need to be able to hear everything
at agood listening volume, and the Neumann is aclean
speaker. The 310s are designed to provide a wider
sweet spot, which is ideal for podcasts which can have
production teams of four to five people who need to all
sit in the studio and be able to hear the same mix." A
PreSonus Monitor Station V2 manages sotirce selection and speaker level control in every room.

The studios and control rooms feature Sennheiser
headphones. "Sennheiser are the official headphones
of Stitcher. As part of that partnership, we also stocked
our mic closet with anice selection of Sennheiser and
Neumann microphones."
In addition to the studios and edit rooms are apair
of iso booths where producers can escape for a mix
or playback session. Summing up the entire facility,
DeLore notes, "Everything is set up with as much flexibility as we could build into it."
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KRK Rokit G4 Monitors Keep It Clean

•..,. 'SULE
KRK SYSTEMS
Rokit 5G4 and Rokit 8G4

New generation includes three two-way models and a 10- inch three-way

BY MIKE LEVINE
KRK's popular and affordable Rokit
line of near-field studio monitors has
now reached its fourth generation,
replacing the G3 models and ushering in a significant redesign. The new
lineup includes three two-way models,
the Rokit 5G4 (5-inch woofer), Rokit 7
G4 (7-inch woofer), Rokit 8G4 (8-inch
woofer), and the three-way Rokit 10-3
G4 ( 10-inch woofer). The 4-inch and
6-inch models in previous lineups have
been dropped from the line, while the
company has added the 7-inch version.
For this review, KRK sent me apair
of both the Rokit 8G4 and Rokit 5G4,
so we'll focus on those.
The G4 models are physically similar to their G3 predecessors. The black
composite cabinets are close in height,
width and depth to the models they're
replacing. The monitors themselves are
lighter, however, thanks in part to redesigned Class D power amps that are
smaller and lighter. The total weight of
aRokit 5G4 monitor is about one pound
less than the Rokit 5 G3. The Rokit 8
G4 is about four pounds less than the
Rokit 8G3.
Another significant difference is the
composition of the woofers, which are

Thumbs Up
+Accurate and consistent sound
quality
+Tight-sounding bass
+Rokit 5G4 offers good bass
response for its size
+DSP-based EQ offers plenty of
room-tuning options
+Encoder/LCD interface allows for
precise UR matching
+Acoustic pads on bottom help
with decoupling
+Good value for the money

taller. The company describes the new
ports as being "scientifically tuned." I
had to chuckle when Iread that, because
what else would you use besides science to tune a speaker port? All kidding aside, the point they're trying to
make is that they used their expertise in
speaker development to design the port
and other physical characteristics of the
monitors to work harmoniously and create the best-sounding result.
The G4 monitors feature isoacoustic
pads on the bottom panel, just like on
the G3 line. These are designed to help
decouple the monitors by reducing the
transfer of vibrations from the cabinet into your desk or monitor stands.
Though not as thick as dedicated thirdparty monitor pads, they definitely help
and are anice extra.

IPRODUCT
EVALUATION

The Rokit 8G4, like the other monitors in the series, has matching Kevlar
woofers and tweeters.
now made of Kevlar instead of the glass
Aramid composite of the G3 Series. The
G4 tweeters are also Kevlar. According
to KRK, the Kevlar not only reduces
distortion but offers superior damping
capabilities and is more resistant to
resonances and ringing.
Like the G3, the G4 monitors are
front-ported. However, KRK enlarged
the ports and made them wider and

DISPLAY OF PLENTY
Other than the larger ports and tweeters now in the familiar KRK yellow (the
tweeters on the G3s were black), the G4
monitors don't look all that different
from the front compared to their predecessors. On the back panel, however,
you'll find some pretty significant differences.
For one thing, instead of separate
1/4-inch balanced and XLR inputs, you

Thumbs Down
-Slightly higher prices compared to
G3 monitors
-EQs offer preset values only
Prices: Rokit 5G4 ($ 179 each);
Rokit 8G4 ($ 299 each)
Contact: KRK Systems/Gibson at
1-800-444-2766 or visit
www.krksys.corn

now get a combo input. What's more,
KRK no longer includes the third input
option from the G3s, an unbalanced
RCA input. From my point of view,
that's no great loss. If you want to

connect the monitors to the line out of
your stereo system, you can always get
adapters.
More importantly, the EQ and volume knobs that were on the back of the
G3s have been replaced with an LCD
display and an encoder knob. The G4s
are equipped with DSP Room Tuning
EQ, which can be accessed with the
encoder, with a visual assist from the
(continued on page 42)
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The CAP-DEC1, Gorman- Redlich is a standalone CAP-to-EAS converter for use with your
existing emergency alerting equipment. This
cost-effective device allows broadcasters to
easily meet Common Alerting Protocol (CAP)
compliance requirements mandated by the FCC
without requiring the purchase of an additional
encoder/decoder system or other costly

equipment. The CAP-DEC1 is CAP 1.2 compliant
and requires only one unit of rack space. Trust
the experts with over 35+ years experience in
the emergency alerting industry to help you
meet your broadcasting needs. Visit our website
or contact us today for more information about
the Gorman- Redlich CAP-DEC1. We continue to
support equipment we made 35 years ago.
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Compatible with any existing EAS encoder/decoder made
by any manufacturer. Will drive multiple EAS units.

Five ( 5) USB and RS232 ports
for peripherals

—
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Automatic clock synchronization via NTP servers

Built-in text-to-speech conversion functionality

Software can be updated via LAN or USB

FAST Gigabit network capability with built in firewall for
security

Print alert reports to USB or network printer

—

Options to print, store or email logs via built-in email server

—

Nearly limitless storage capacity for logs and audio
messages

Gorman- Redlich Mfg. Co.
v.iww.gorman-redlich.com

Polling 3URL's currently with room for future expansion
—

FEMA independent lab affirms CAP 1.2 compliance

—

Printer no longer required for EAS log

257 W. Union Street. Athens, OH 45701
Phone: 740-593-3150
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ROKITS
(continued from page 41)
display. You also get arange of setup features, which
make the G4s more customizable than previous versions.
Pressing the encoder turns on the LCD, and shows
ahome screen, which features avolume control along
a frequency graph that will show any EQ settings
you've already made. Turning the encoder adjusts the
volume, which is represented in the LCD by a slider
and anumerical readout making it easy to set precisely
(a much better solution than some monitors on the
market, which sport analog volume knobs that aren't
detented). Pressing the encoder lets you select the EQ
or setup categories.
..--r
mi1111111111111111111.111111RIIIIIffl

Because my studir
acoustics tend to reduce
bass, Iended up setting the
EQ to the low shelf +2dB
boost at 60 Hz.

For cutting or boosting highs, you
get both shelving and peak EQs. These
include High Shelf, which cuts by —2
dB at 10 kHz. Another combines a
high-peak filter cutting —1dB at 3.5
kHz and high-shelf filter cutting — 1dB
at 10 kHz. On the boost side, you get a
similar shelf/peak combination, which
boosts +1dB at those same frequencies, plus ahigh-shelf filter that boosts
2dB at 10 kHz. The LCD shows afrequency graph for each setting, which
gives you avisual representation of the
effect of the selected filter.
The setup menu offers adjustment
for backlight brightness and contrast
for the LCD. You can also choose
whether to light the logo on the front
of the monitors, factory reset and settings, lock options and the standby
function. With standby on, which is the
default, the monitors will sleep when
they've seen no signal for 30 minutes.
They wake up automatically when a
signal is detected, but it takes several
seconds. (When Ifirst encountered a
wake-up situation with the monitors,
Ithought something was wrong with
my system, because Ihit play and no
sound came out. Then it popped on,
and Irealized that the monitors had
been in standby.)

The EQ section offers five different filter types
for customizing the frequency response to your room
acoustics. You get four presets plus flat in both the low
EQ and high EQ categories. This arrangement makes
dialing in adjustments easy, but doesn't allow you to
customize the boosts and cuts or the corner frequencies.
Low Shelf is designed for situations where you have
abass boost due to placing the monitors close to awall
or corner. Its presets include a —3 dB or —2 dB cut at
60 Hz. You also get alow-shelf option that boosts by
+2 dB at 60 Hz.
Low Peak is apeak filter that cuts —2dB at 200 Hz
with a wide bandwidth. KRK refers to it as a "desk
filter," because it's meant to reduce muddiness caused
by reflections off of aconsole or table. There's also a
setting that combines the Low Shelf and Low Peak
filters in one.

September I1, 2019
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REALITY CHECK
Ihave been using the Rokit 8 G4
and Rokit 5G4 monitors in my studio
for the last couple of weeks. Because
my studio acoustics tend to reduce
bass, Iended up setting the EQ to the
low shelf +2dB boost at 60 Hz.
The back of the G4 speakers have been redesigned and feature
Istarted just by listening to a lot
an encoder-and- LCD user interface for dialing in EQ and setup
of different types of musical styles,
changes.
switching back and forth between the
8-inch and 5-inch — everything from
bass-heavy styles like hip-hop and EDM to midrangeplenty bright. They were almost bright enough that I
heavy rock music to genres with wide frequencies and
considered cutting them with the EQ, but Idecided
dynamic ranges such as jazz and orchestral music.
against that.
On the 8-inch monitors, the bass sounded full but
The 5-inch models impressed me right off the bat
not flabby. Mids were vibrant, and the highs were
with their bass response. Although they obviously don't

MARKETPLACE
Opus Time: There's something comforting about seeing anew
simple, little, shiny Barix box. The MA400 is described as an IP
codec having the "flexibility and ease of SIP- based link establishment with the quality and efficiency of the Opus compression format ..."
Barix CEO Reto Brader explained, "Advanced broadcasters
are moving away from static setups to SIP- based link establishment, particularly for remote contribution back to the studio such as from sporting events. That's where the MA400 SIP
Opus Codec comes in, establishing the connection through dialup and then encoding and decoding the audio signal."
Brader added, "... for SIP- based remote broadcast links the MA400 SIP Opus Codec is perfect."
The company says that the bidirectional MA400 is built on Barix's latest-generation, high-performance IPAM 400 audio module.
It features an analog, microphone- level input and line- level output. The new units share the familiar
space- efficient form factor.
Info: www.barix.com
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go as deep as the 8-inchers, the bass was present and
didn't feel like it was dropping off the table when I
switched to them from the Rokit 8G4s. They are quite
punchy-sounding, too. For example, kick drums cut
through nicely. Overall, their frequency response was
surprisingly full for 5-inch speakers.
KRK says that the matching Kevlar drivers provide
aconsistency in imaging, which Ifound to be the case.
The speakers have awide sweet spot.
The company also claims that new models create
less ear fatigue. That's a harder one to judge, and I
didn't come away with an opinion one way or the other
about it.
Imonitored with the 8-inch and 5-inch G4s exclusively on acouple of mixes Iwas working on. One
was arock song with guitars. bass, drums, keyboards
and vocals, and the other acountry-influenced instrumental track with pedal steel, banjo, acoustic guitar,
electric guitar, bass and drums.
After Imixed the songs, Igave them the old "car
test" and also listened on my living room speakers.
was pleased to discover that both mixes translated well.
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The balances remained accurate from
one system to the next, and nothing
jumped out as sounding out of whack.

Now You Can Tour WTOP ... on Demand

The KRKs were clearly performing as
Award- winning. Ratings champ. Revenue

designed.
Iwas definitely impressed with the

dominator. All of these terms describe

5- inch and 8- inch Rokit G4 monitors

Hubbard Broadcasting operation WTOP in

and would have no problem using either
in my studio on a regular basis. Ilike

the nation's capital. Now add " showcase
facility" to that.

the sound of the new drivers and the

Paul McLane, the editor in chief of Radio

redesigned power amps and cabinets.

World, invites you to join him for a 70- min-

The LCD/encoder interface and the

ute special online facility tour webinar that

DSP-based EQ are easy to use and let

is now available free and on demand. It's for

you precisely match settings between
the left and right speakers.

people who work in and around radio and
digital media facilities and have an interest

Although Ididn't try out the 7- inch

in how a a studio and newsroom plant for

model, it features the same design, so

a big U.S. commercial news station is built

I'm guessing that it will offer similar,

in 2019. We provide a general design and

accurate sound reproduction.

operations perspective, and also dig into

I can't

speak definitively to the Rokit 10-3 G4,

technical facets including the benefits of an

because it's a three-way monitor and

audio over IP infrastructure.
Radio World took our video cameras

therefore a somewhat different animal.
That said, based on the upgrades to the

inside — to the Glass Enclosed Nerve Center,

two-way models, I have a feeling it,
too, will surpass its G3 predecessor in

the WTOP editor's desk, the specialized pro-

performance.
KRK has raised the prices a little

duction and support studios, and the technical operations center of this big facility. The
webinar also features technical presenta-

on each model in the series, but the

tions from key project suppliers Wheatstone,

speakers are still quite reasonable and

Comrex, WideOrbit and Burli.
Watch it at wvvw.radioworld.comitag/

are one of the better monitor values on
the market.

webinar.

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT EXCHANGE
ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES
WANT TO SELL
CCA
FM8000G
Trans
107.9, great cond; 4- Bay
Jampro antenna w/deicers;
3- bay Shively antenna FM. D
Brockman, 606-965-3436.
AUDIO PROCESSING
(INCLUDES ON- AIR)
WANT TO BUY
Teletronix LA-2A's,
UREI
LA-3A's & LA-4's, Fairchild
660's & 670's, any Pultec EQ's
& any other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM CST
-214 738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.
Wanted: real plate reverb.
abgrun@gmail.com.
MICROPHONES/
HEADPHONES/
SPEAKERS/AMPS
WANT TO SELL
1934 RCA 77A double ribbon
microphone, originally used by
Arthur Godfrey at WFBR Baltimore. 100% perfect condition.
Contact Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.

WANT TO BUY
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, onair lights, call after 3PM CST,
214 738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.

VVYBG 1050, Messina, NY,
now off the air is selling: 250'
tower w/building on 4 acres;
12' satellite dish on concrete
base; prices drastically slashed
or make offer. 315-287-1753 or
315-528-6040

MISCELLANEOUS
WANT TO SELL
UPGRADE consoles to international specs with world
standard Weston 30B illuminated 4" vu meters. 4 in likenew condition. Gramophone@
earthlink.net
I'm selling between 150 and
200 cassette tapes that consist of old-time radio shows,
sports shows, some local New
York radio talk shows, etc...
Must take entire collection
and the price is negotiable.
Please call me for details and,
my phone number is 925-2845428.
Radio broadcasts of Major
League Baseball, NFL, and
some college football games
that are on cassette tapes,
approx 100 to 125 games, time
period of entire collection os
from the 1950's — 1970's, BO.
Must purchase entire collection.
Contact Ron, 925-284-5428 or
ronwtamm@yahoo.com

WANT TO BUY
Collector wants to buy: old
vintage pro gears, compressor/limiter,
microphone,
mixing consoles, amplifiers, mic preamps, speakers,
turntables, EQ working or
not, working transformers ( UTC Western Electric),
Fairchild, Western Electric,
Langevin, RCA, Gates, Urei,
Altec, Pultec, Collins. Cash
-pick up 773-339-9035 or
ilg821@aol.com.
2" plastic " spot" reels 6.5
or 8" diameter, as used for
quad video. Wayne, Audio
Village, 760-320-0728 or
audiovIg@gte.net.
Equipment Wanted: obsolete, or out of service broadcast and recording gear, amplifiers, processing, radio or mixing consoles, microphones, etc.
Large lots preferred. Pickup or
shipping can be discussed. 443854-0725 or ajkivi@gmail.com.

I'm looking for KFRC radio
special of Elvis Presley
which aired on January 8,
1978. I'd be willing to pay for
a digital copy. Ron, 925-2845428.

RADIOWORLD

September II. 2019

Broadcast Engineering Software

I'm looking for the Ed Brady
radio show in which he did
atribute to Duke Ellington,
the station was KNBR, I'd be
willing to pay for adigital copy.
Ron, 925-284-5428.
I'm looking for KTIM,
AM,FM radio shows from
1971-1988. The stations were
located in San Rafael, Ca. Ron,
925-284-5428.
I'm
looking
for
San
Francisco radio recordings
from the 1920's through the
1980's. For example newscast, talk shows, music shows,
live band remotes, etc. Stations
like KGO, KFRC, KSFO, KTAB,
KDIA, KWBR, KSFX, KOBY,
KCBS, KQW, KRE, KTIM, KYA,
etc, Iwill pay for copies... Feel
free to call me at 925-2845428 or you can email me at
ronwtamm@yahoo.com.

•Create stunning " real-world' coverage maps, interference
studies, and population reports with Probe 5T•
•Find STL broadcast auxiliary and Part 101 microwave
frequencies and generate PCN letters with Microwave ProTm
SAM Pro 2Tu, used daily by FCC engineers, performs skywave
and groundwave allocation studies and AM coverage mapping
•Map FM stations and
discover upgrade
possibilities using FCC
minimum separations and
contour-to-contour methods
with FMCommanderT"
www.V-Soft.com

oft

COMMUNICATIONS®
R.F. Communications Software
and Engineefir€ Consulting

(800) 7434684

www.radioworld.com
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Rebuilt Power Tubes 1/2 the cost of New!

CONC

%atmeje

see

Se ;
4
.abia
esPadoi

Tel: 800-532-6626 Web: www.econco.com
Intl + 1-530-662-7553 Fax: + 1-530-666-7760
MISCELLANEOUS
WANT TO BUY
Looking for a broadcast
excerpt of a SanFrancisco
Giant's taped off of KSFO
radio from 1959, interviews
with Willie Mays, Dusty Rhodes
& some play by play excerpts,
also features a homerun by
Willie Mays and Felipe Alou
stealing second base, running
time is 18:02, also looking
for SF Giants games and/or
highlights from 1958-1978 also
taped off KSFO Radio. Ron,
925-284-5428 or ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.
Looking for KFRC signoff
radio broadcast from 1930
Andy Potter, running time is
0:22 & also the KLX kitchen
the program guest is Susanne
Caygill, a discussion of women's affairs with along promotion for Caygill's appearance
at a local store. Anne Truax,
Susanne Caygill, running time
is 13:44. Ron, 925-284-5428 or
email ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for KSFX radio
shows, Disco 104 FM, 19751978. RTamm, 925-284-5428.
Looking for KTIM FM radio

shows from 1981-1984 if
possible unscoped. RTamm,
925-284-5428 or ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.
RECEIVERS/
TRANSCEIVERS
WANT TO SELL
Johnson Electronic SCA880
module, 67/92 Khz, 417-8811846.
WANT TO BUY
AM Stereo radio. Call 417-8811846.

transcriptions, not commercial
LPs. Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

Standard Short-tune series.
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.
(2) LPFM radio stations for
sale, located in the NW part
of central Florida on the gulf
coast, covers the county, get
out of the cold weather, come
to Florida, call or write for particulars, 352-613-2289 or email
boceey@hotmailcom or Bob, PO
Box 1121, Crystal River, FL 34423.

The following distributors serving the broadcast industry
would be glad to help you with any of your requirements.

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

WANT TO BUY
1960s-vintage MacKenzie
Repeater machines, magazines, spare parts and manuals,
complete or " parts" machines
considered, James, 870-7774653.
Schnader telescriptions 16
mm musical films produced in
the early 50s. Bill Cook, 719684-6010.
Large or small collections
of 16" transcriptions or 12"

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
11.1

,

.111111101:cal.

EQUIPMENT
Donate your broadcast facility; IRS approved 501(c)(3) nonprofit charitable organization.
Fair market value. License (AM/
FM/FV), land, building, tower,
equipment, etc. The Augustus
Foundation, Inc., 2902 Main
Street, La Marque, Texas 77568.
(409) 359-3435. Contact Dr. M.
Augustus

---

J

ffl

p!

Broadcast Equipment Exchange

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
rs and Broadcast
for Radio & Television

IlseflIdIametera
55 W 2000 Harris DIGIT CD
5KW
1998 BE FM5C, Solid State,
1-phase
5KW 2018 Nicom N115000, solid state,
1-phase
7.5 KW 2005 Harris Z7.5CD, Solid State
10 KW 1988 BE FM1OA, Dual 5KW
20 KW 1991 Harris HT20CD
25 KW 2004 Harris HT25CD
25 KW 1992 Continental 81683

U.2.1bilringeitttets
1KW
5KW
5KW
6KW
25 KW

2005
2000
2015
2012
2009

Nautel J1000
BE AM5E, solid state
Gates Air DAX5
Nautel XR6
Nautel 0825. solid state

Exciters & Miscellaneous Eouioment
Harris DIGIT CD Exciter — $2,990.00
Bird Model 8932, 10 kW air-cooled RF Load

NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS
Worldwide Availability
Made in the U.S.A.

Call ( 800) 414-8823
Intl (650) 846-2800
Fax (650) 846-3795
Visit our Website at
www.cbil comletmac
siEGS11.am

=

Used TV Transmitters DTV & ATV
— Rohde & Schwarz — Harris Maxiva —

Contewed
HARRIS

nautel

transcom@fmamtv.com • Phone: 215-938-7304
P.O. Box 26744, Elkins Park, PA 19027
RETUNING & TESTING AVAILABLE • CALL US FOR AQUOTE!

EIMPLetuir MI EN
Are you asmall market station needing agood nuts & bolts
engineer in the Los Angeles area? Iwill make your station shine!
CET, fully FCC Licensed. Available for Full/Part-time/Contract work.
Available immediately. Mitchell Rakoff, 909-446-6820, mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com.

Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes

TRANSCOM CORPORATION

I=E

WORLD

POSITIONS WANTED

hoc ( 760) 43t)-479

TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS

Please visit our website,
www.lmarntv.com, tor additional listings.

I
Dutr in

NEW POWER TUBES

Stub: K

Cal Ish.stl. C.1111E11 II. 921111%
17601438 4420
c-uuml

1934!

ISO 9001 Certified

TAX DEDUCTIBLE

r

AIL

air since

HIGH ENERGY CERAMIC
CAPACITORS

RF CONNECTORS & GADGETS
— Parts, Products & More!
www.W5SWL.com

PLAYBACK HARDWARE

Keeping you on the

FROM STOCK

RF CONNECTORS
WANT TO SELL

RECORDING &

TUBES

TRANSMITTERS/
EXCITERS/
TRANSLATORS

SITUATIONS WANTED

WANT TO SELL

Manager-engineer with multiple decades of experience
in many areas, seeks full-time executive level position (G.M.)
or higher with CCM, modem Inspo, or G- rated family-friendly
secular format(s). Prefer warm climates. Send complete details to:
radiogm@hotmail.com

BE- 25T 25KW FM transmitter
2007 frequency agile tube transmitter in good working condition on 90.7 (all its life) when
pulled from service. Approx.
6 mos. on rebuilt tube and a

newly rebuilt fan motor, also
spare optical modules, manuals and maintenance logbook.
$17,500/060. As- is, where- is:
Hayward, CA, Jeff Cotton, 530279-6262 or info@kdup.org.
BE 35kW FM, and QEI 3.5kW
FM. Make an offer on either
or both. All working when
removed. Steve Tuzeneu 704973-0438 (9 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
Monday- Friday) or stuzeneu@
bbnmedia.org
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About the EBU Media Technology Pyramid
This visual set of user
requirements describes

The Technology Pyramid for Media Nodes

acomprehensive IP

Minimum User Requirements to Build and Manage an IP-Based Media Facility.
Media Transport

ecosystem of protocols

ICOMMENTARY

•

PTPv2 configurable within SMPTE
and ACS profiles

BY JOHN C. LEE

o

Time and Sync
•

Multrinterface PTP redundancy

•

Synchronisation of audio, video and

o

In order to achieve the speeds and
bandwidths of next-generation television systems, broadcasters are migrating
from HD-SDI to IP-based technologies.
In December 2017, SMPTE published
the ST-2110 set of standards addressing "Professional Media over Managed
IP Networks" to support this migration. This set of standards addresses
precision system timing (PTP), video
essence, audio, ancillary data, etc., in an
IP environment.
In December 2018, the European
Broadcasting Union (EBU) published
the "Technology Pyramid for Media
Nodes" (EBU Tech 3371). This pyramid
includes all the necessary elements to
design, build and operate afully operational, interoperable, fully plug-andplay SMPTE ST-2110-based, live IP
production facility. The EBU Pyramid
includes all the needed protocols for
timing and synchronization, configuration and monitoring, discovery and con-

IP assignment. DHCP

•

Open configuration management •

Software- friendly SMPTE ST 2110-21 Wide
video receivers

•
•

Universal, multichannel and low latency
Stream protection with SMPTE ST 2022-7

Discovery and Connection

Configuration and Monitoring
•

Single link video SMPTE ST 2110-20

•

audio SMPTE ST 2110-30 Level C

data essences

In Croatia in June, the World Broadcasting Unions' Technical Committee
supported the completion of standards
associated with the European Broadcasting Union's Technology Pyramid
for Media Nodes.
"Broadcasters planning the move to
new IP production facilities for television or radio should engage manufacturers with the Technology Pyramid for
Media Nodes and ascertain their degree
of compliance," said Michael McEwen,
head of the WBU Secretariat. "Further,
the missing standards need to be completed as soon as possible so that broadcasters can make the important migration to IP with the required assurance."
While the pyramid has clear relevance to the television industry, we
share it because of the interest radio
broadcasters have in the ongoing development of media IP. Radio World invited John C. Lee, P. Eng., chairman of
the North American Broadcasters Association and World Broadcasting Union
Technical Committees, to provide the
background.

•

e.g.. API, config file, SSH CLI, etc.

is-o4

•

Discovery and Registration: AMWA

•

Connection Management: AMWA IS- 05

•

Audio channel mapping: AMWA IS- 08 lin dev.

•

Topology discovery LLDP

Security

Open monitoring protocol e.g , syslog. agent. SNMPv3, etc.

•

EBU R 148 Security Tests

•

EBU R 143 Security Safeguards

•

Secure HTTPS API calls

Partially avatiattle

EBU
nection, media transport and security. It
can be viewed as abroadcaster's set of
user requirements for afully functional
live IP production facility.
Along with SMPTE, other organizations have worked diligently to
complete the various required protocols — namely the Advanced Media
Workflow Association (AMWA) and
the Joint Task Force on Networked
Media (JT-NM). AMWA first produced
Networked Media Open Specification
(NMOS) IS-04 addressing "Discovery
and Registration." IS-04 systems are
intended to enable 'zero-configuration'
deployments, reducing the necessity to
spend time manually configuring equipment before connection to the network.
AMWA's IS-05 addresses "Device Connection Management" which permits
a control device to tell a receiver the
stream it is supposed to take at any given
time, afunction analogous to routing.
JT-NM was tasked with addressing
how all these standards and protocols
(ST-2110, IS-04, IS-05, PTP, etc.) could
fit together to build a complete live
IP production system. TR-1001-1, entitled "System Environment and Device
Behaviors for SMPTE ST-2100 Devices
in Engineered Networks — Networks,
Registration and Connection Management:' is the JT-NM's first such technical recommendation and it aims to
simplify the installation and configuration of SMPTE ST 2110-based facilities.
As more and more broadcasters
begin to implement IP technologies in

EBU TECH 3371

December 2018

A111111111111111111111111B

Broadcasters planning the move to new IP
production facilities for television or radio should
engage manufacturers with the Technology
Pyramid for Media Nodes and ascertain their
degree of compliance.
Michael McEwen, WBU Secretariat

their production facilities, it is critically important that vendors address
and implement all published standards
and specifications in their shipped products. This will greatly alleviate the
implementation challenges broadcasters
will face. To this end, in April of this
year, the EBU published R152 entitled
"Strategy for the Adoption of an NMOS
Open Discovery and Connection Protocol" to accelerate market adoption of
these protocols.
In short, the EBU "Technology Pyramid for Media Nodes" describes acomprehensive IP ecosystem of protocols
that empowers the design, implementation and operation of fully-IP production facilities.
The World Broadcasting Unions is
the coordinating body for broadcasting unions that represent broadcaster
networks across the globe. It was estab-

lished in 1992. The North American
Broadcasters Association acts as secretariat for the WBU. The unions that
belong are the Asia-Pacific Broadcasting Union, the Arab States Broadcasting Union, the African Union of Broadcasting, the Caribbean Broadcasting
Union, the European Broadcasting
Union, the International Association of
Broadcasting and the North American
Broadcasters Association.

Write to RW
Email radioworld@futurenet.com
with " Letter to the Editor" in the
subject field. Please include issue
date and story headline.
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OPINION

IREADER'SFORUM

licensed to suburban Phoenix.
KMLE is a professionally programmed country music station.
NO ROOM LEFT ON FM
One day without warning, anew
The FCC Failed on Translator Interference
station appeared on KMLE's freEngineering consultant says the system remains
open
to abr:se, And r
,-' tfairly balanced
You published a long opinion piece by engiquency, a translator whose pur11 COMMENTARY
neering consultant Charles Anderson titled "The
pose appears to be to convert
FCC Failed on Translator Interference" (RW
Mexicans from the Catholic faith
Sept. 1).
to some Protestant denomination.
The title of the article is absolutely correct but
Idon't care if the Mexicans are
not Anderson's message. Anderson goes into a
Catholic or Buddhist. Perhaps the
bunch of gobbledygook about predicted contours
worst thing is that if you drive in
and which predicted contour should count. The
the direction of Phoenix for about
problem is that nobody listens to aradio station
40 miles you can't get aclear signal
on the basis of its predicted contour, which in
from either KMLE or the religious
ta.zo
many parts of the nation can be wildly differtranslator. You get a mixture of
Ir.:.
.• •••••••• .•••r.ri,.,-<,• .......-.
2, .-4.-- .. .,„ ,—
ent from the station's actual coverage. This is
both fading in and out.
particularly true in mountainous areas where
en,'Z';,'Z.:,,t,", r'.,::1,:;;,...„
i''''''''''''''''''''70'2','''''''''
This benefits nobody.
.:°,.
nearby mountains can boost the average terThe fact that no one can dispute
'‹ - - rain.
is that the FM band has been around
rl...
Let me give you an example: Ilive in Tucfor about 75 years and not one new
son and for many years Icould drive around
channel has been added in that time.
in my car and listen to KMLE, which is
The band obviously can't handle an
infinite number of stations, and I
This listing is provided for he convenience of our readers.
would argue that saturation took place
Radio World assumes no hah,iu, hr
ADVERTISER INDEX
many years ago in most of the nation.
Another thing that evades me is
PAGE
ADVERTISER
WEBSITEIURL
how you can revitalize the AM band by moving the stations to FM. It's like trying to
12
Acoustics First Corp
www.acousticsfirst.com
revitalize the horse by entitling every horse owner to acar. In this case the mentality
38
AES
www.aes.org
is that there's aneed for something so we'll do it, whether it is technically feasible
23
Arrakis Systems Inc.
www.arrakis-systems.com
or not. Cramming the already overcrowded FM band with translators does far more
11
harm than good.
Axia - The Telos Alliance
www.telosalliance.com/axia
5,q
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Broadcast Electronics

4

Burk Technology

35

Calrec

7

Comrex Corporation

30

Davicom, aDiv. of Comlab

36

Deva Broadcast Ltd

14

Dielectric

1, 37

ENCO

29

GatesAir

41

Gorman Redlich Mfg

5

Henry Engineering

13

lnovonics Inc

17

Lawo

31

Moseley Associates

19

MusicMaster

6

NATE

8,16,21,34

Nautel Ltd.

39

Paravel Systems

47

Radio Systems Inc

32

Ram Broadcast Systems

15

RCS

18

Shively Labs

9

Tieline Technology

2,25,27

Wheatstone Corporation

33

Xperi

www.burk.com
www.calrec.com
www.comrex.com
www.davicom.com
www.devabroadcast.com
www.enco.com
www.gatesair.com
www.gorman-redlich.com
www.henryeng.com
www.inovonicsbroadcast.com
www.lawo.de
www.moseleysb.com
www.musicmaster.com
www.natehome.com
www.nautel.com
www.paravelsystems.com
www.radiosystems.com
www.ram68.com
www.rcsworks.com
www.shively.com
www.tieline.com
www.wheatstone.com
www.xperi.com

THE AMERICAS:

EUROPE, MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA:

JOHN CASEY
845-678-3839
john.casey@futurenet.com

RAFFAELLA CALABRESE
+39-320-891-1938
Fax: + 39-02-700-436-999
raffaella.calabrese@futurenetcom

SEND MATERIALS TO:

AM DOESN'T HAVE TO GO AWAY

www.dielectric.com

ADVERTISING CONTACTS

NICOLE SCHILLING nicole.schilling@futurenet.com

Paul S. Lotsof
Manager
KAVV(FM)
Benson, Ariz.

www.bdcast.com

Jon Yinger and Dan Ramos have both predicted that the AM radio band will be
sunset by the FCC (
radioworld.com, search keywords Yinger or Ramos).
Iwould hope that they are wrong. AM radio is still aviable method of reaching
out to abroad area of the country.
Here on California's Central Coast, clear-channel stations can be heard from San
Francisco and Los Angeles. From 25 kW KNZR in Bakersfield to 50 kW KMJ, KFIG
and even 5 kW KGST in Fresno come in with listenable signals albeit with some
background noise.
At night the listening range can extend to several surrounding states. These stations, especially the 50 kW operators, provide continuous signals while driving long
distances. In times of an emergency like widespread power outages, they could be the
only information source available.
During a two-county power outage acouple of years ago, the only source for
information came from KNX in Los Angeles. All the local stations were off the air.
Cellphones were limited to text messaging and for five hours we sat by candlelight
not knowing what was going on. Fortunately the local hams started relaying information, and after almost two hours KNX reporters finally had reports from PG&E.
Idon't think AM radio should go away. Ithink the local low-wattage operators
should fold up shop. They don't appear to be good stewards of broadcasting. Many
times they are off the air or they have acarrier but no modulation for hours at atime.
One weekend astation's automation hung up; apart from abackfeed of news from
the network on the hour, there was no program material or station ID for two days,
until Icalled them on Monday morning when the receptionist arrived. No one was
monitoring the operation and no live answering service.
This kind of stuff goes on all the time. Why bother taking up space? We need to
give the big stations more power and encourage the low-budget operators to leave
the band.
Jan Lipski
Lompoc, Calif.

Hi, I'm Ruby Carr. And yes,
my name really is Ruby. Get it?
Ruby Carr/Ruby Consoles?

RUBY

Fantastic Lawo Broadcast Consoles
are now widely available and fully

Overall, Lawo consoles are simply the

supported by aname you know

most BEAUTIFUL, SOPHISTICATED,

and trust in the USA.

and FLEXIBLE consoles in the world-

Ruby, Sapphire, Crystal, and R3LAY
(virtual) console systems offer simply
the best in performance, dependability
and sophistication because they are
designed by Lawo and built in Germany
for the ultimate in engineering and

yet now available at prices below
their able competition. Contact
Radio Systems today for more
information or to arrange for
your personal interactive
video demonstration.

durability. And Radio Systems provides
local sales, service and support for
your perfect international combination.

redto•
Radio Systems, Inc.
601 Heron Drive, Suite A, Logan Township, NJ 08085
856.467.8000 Fax: 856.467.3044
www.radiosystems.com

Anyway, I'm aradio host in Toronto
and Itruly think these Lawo consoles
look great. With aname like Ruby,
they've got to be good!
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